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HUNT FOR INLAND VOTES FIERCE

Volunteers Canvas Door-to-Door Looking for ''Undecideds';
.
.

The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister

The 9th Annual
State of Education
Address
was
delivered by Dr.
Herbert Fischer,
San Bernardino
County
Superintendent of
Schools,
on
We d n e s d a Y ,
Dr. Herbert
Fischer
January 23, 2008
at the Sturges Center in · San
Bernardino.
Dr. Fischer, who has served the San
Bernardino and Colton School Districts
in various capacities for 38 years,
announced some positivetreports, however, he expressed a need for improvement. "A record of 15 schools from San
Bernardino County exited Program
Improvement status in 2007. While 146
schools in the County remain in
Program Improvement. In addition, of
98 districts statewide in Program
Improvement under No Child Left
Behind, six are in San Bernardino
County," he told the crowd. Program
Improvement is a state-approved program provided to initiate plans of
improvement in order to achieve success in student academics.
Maple Elementary in Fontana and
Westside Park Elementary in Adelanto
are the only two schools within the
county to exit Program Improvement in
the last four years. Maple Elementary is
80 percent Latino, 10 percent African
American, and 7 percent Caucasian.
Forty-seven percent Mstudents in the
school are English learners, and 14 percent are special education students. All
the students within Maple Elementary
are classified as economically disadvantaged. Within two years Maple
Elementary has gained I04 points in

PRE-SORTED STANDARD

Shanda and Candice Cook agree on just
about everything to include sending their
high school aged kids to a historically
Black college to insisting that they learn
Spanish as a second language. But days
before Super Tuesday, ,, the 22 state
February 5 primary the Riiverside sisters
are having a difficult time deciding who io
vote for.
"It's not that we are having a hard time
finding a candidate we can support. We
both like Obama and Clinton," said
Candice.

The question for qmvassers in the region
is which candidate will get the Cook sister's vote. In Southern California outside of
Los Angeles County 27 percent of likely
Democratic primary voters are undecided.
according to the Field Research Corp. poll.
In December, 21 percent of likely voters in
the Inland Empire were undecided.
Many California Democrats are torn
between the top two contenders, Senators
Hillary Rodham Clinton, of New York ~nd
Barack Obama, of Illinois, claims poll
director Mark DiCamillo.
In San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties this. week campaign workers for
both candidates fanned out · in neighborhoods hoping to push 'undecideds' like the
Cooks under their candidllte's tent.

"Hillary is tough, knows the issues and
has the most experience to be president,"
said Jessica Weinstein a Clinton supporter
making the rounds in her neighborhood
near UC Riverside.
But Weinstein agreed, with Obama's
landslide victory in South Carolina over
the weekend the race could shift from
Clinton's trumpeted experience to Obama's
call for hope and change. She says interest
is very high among Inland voters and
believes with Sen. John Edwards ou.t of the
running, the fight for California's big delegate prize will be fierce.
Weinstein is among -hundreds of volunteers beating the bushes in the area door to
See VOTE, Page A-8
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Black Media Holds Annual Legislative Day
The Black Voice News

SACRAMENTO

By CBM Staff

Congresswoman

Waters Endorses
Clinton

CBM meets In Sacramento with Governor's representatives: (l•r) meeting host James Sweeney of Sweeney & Associates; Plurla Marshall, LA Wave
Group; Cheryl Brown, Regina Brown, PIO Office of the Governor; Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds, CBM Director; Richard Love, Long Beach Times;
Margaret Fortune, Senior Advisor to the Governor; Eleanor Boswell Raines, Ta.e Globe Newspapers, Peggy Hunt, Tri-County Sentry'; Bernard Lloyd,
Los Angeles Sentinel; and Vernon Whitmore, The Globe Newspapers. Seated: Natalie Cole, Our Weekly; Hardy Brown, CBM President and The Black
Voice News; and Gloria Zurveen, Pace News.

The Black Voice News
WASHINGTON, DC

Rep. Maxine
Waters Tuesday
endorsed
New
York Sen. Hillary
Rodharn Clinton
...•· ..r.t'
for president.
r,·.
"We
need
Hillary's resultsoriented leaderCongressmember
ship and commitMaxine Waters
ment to change in
the White House to move_ our country
forward," Waters said. "Sen. Clinton
has a prov.en track record of making
change happen, and getting results,"
Waters said.
"She had a goal of expanding health
care to low income children, and as a
result, over 6 million kids nationwide
have
health
insurance today.
Throughout my career I have fought for
working families. Families who are
working hard, yet still struggling to
make ends meet need a president who
knows their struggle. I believe that with
Sen. Clinton, they will have a president
that doesn't just understand the difficulties they face, but will stand up and
fight for them."
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Early Voting Brisk At
Inland Re~istrars'
Offices
The Black Voice News
INLAND EMPIRE

With unprecedented national interest
in the race for p(esident, voters are turning out in record numbers - early.
Local registrars report very brisk
early voting in some cases lines are
forming during lunch and early afternoon prime times.
Inland voters who want to cast an
early ballot in California's presidential
primary can do so at the Registrar of
Voters' Offices ' in Riverside and San
Bernardino or drop off their Vote By
Mail ballots. Ballots must be returned
to th~ registrar's office or a polling
place by 8:00 pm on Election Day, Feb

5.

.

,,

. EARLY VOTING SCHEDULE
Monday-Friday 8:00 to S:00 pm
Through February 4, 2008
Saturday February 2, 2008 9:00
am to 3:00 pm
Election Day, February 5, 2008
7:00 am to 8:00 pm
The Riverside County registrar of
voters' office is at 2724 Gateway Drive,
Riverside Call (951) 486-7200 for
information.
The San Bernardino County registrar of voters' office is at 777 East
Rialto Avenue, San Bernardino. The
phone number is (909) 387-8300
■

~

Photo Courtesy of League of Women Voters
Jack of Nevada and Myra of Arizona are among hundreds of volunteers
beating the bushes by door to door canvassing. The volunteers are
part of a t raveling caravan urging people to 51et out and vote.
·

See SCHOOL, Page A-4
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During their annual legislative day, t~e
California Black Media, representing over
45 Black-owned media outlets throughout
the state of California, met recently with
the California Legislative Black Caucus,
PUC Commissioner Timothy Simon,
Secretary of Business Transportation &
Housing Dale Bonner, Secretary of
Education Dave Long, and various state
agencies in Sacramento last week.
During a meeting with the entire
Legislative Black Caucus, the California
Black Media forged a formal and historic
partnership that will provide the way to
disseminate information directly from state
policy makers to the 2.5 million AfricanAmericans who rely on Black-owned
media for information throughout the state
of California, stated Hardy Brown president of CBM.
Senator Mark Ridley Thomas, chairman
of the caucus, welcomed the partnership
and hailed it as a major milestone in educating the community on important acti~ities in Sacramento.
Assembly member Karen Bass also welcomed the relationship as an opportunity to
educate Black Californians on significant
issues affecting thP community. She
See MEDIA, Page A-8

OBAMA ROUTS CLI NTON IN S. C., EDWARDS DROPS OUT

Voters Angered by Bill Clinton's ''Racially Charged'' Rhetoric
In a state where the Confederate flag

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister

Fo;

Barack Obama not just a victory
- a rout. "Thank you South Carolina. I
love you." he told cheering supporters.

still flies on 'the statehouse grounds, he
won half the vote according to his
campaign, proof that Iowa was no
fluke, and his message of a new kind
of politics is breaking through.
"We have the most votes, the most
delegates," the audience chanted 'Race

doesn't matter' "and the most diverse
coalition of Americans that we've seen
in a long long time," Obama told the
boisterous crowd with his wife
Michelle standing at his side.
"The choice in this election is not
about regions or religions or genders,"
Obama said at a boisterous victory

rally. "It's not about rich versus poor,
young versus old and it's not about
Black versus white. It's about the past
versus the future."
Again -the crowd thundered "Race
doesn't matter," as Obama racked up
55 percent of the vote in a three way
race.

But it did, in a turnout that shattered
turnout ,ecords. Obama took more
than 80 percent of the B Jack vote,
according to polling place interviews.
Black women turned out in large numbers. Obama the first-term Illinois senSee RACE, Page A-4

Housing Mess Offers Pain An~ Gain...For Renters
The Black Voice News

FONTANA

By Chris Levister
Fontana roommates Keisha Toomer,
Dahlia Foreman and Jasmine Davis
lost their home to foreclosure recently,
and they weren't even homeowners.
Toomer an economics major at Cal
State Fullerton got a strong dose of her
own medicine last month: She ·and her
roommates found out only when an
action-sale notice was tacked to the
front of their door that the Sierra Lakes
house they rented for $1,500 per
month was going up for foreclosure
auction.
The students were caught by sur-

prise, because the landlord hadn't told
them the house was in foreclosure.
"We were shocked. We went no way
we just paid the rent - there must be
some kind of mistake," said Foreman.
In November 2006, Toomer,
Foreman and Davis signed a lease for
a three bedroom three bath home in
Fontana's Sierra Lakes subdivision
once the epitome of luxury, with' its
rolling green golf course and wide
streets lined with palm trees. The
housing development in the city's
north end has become ground zero in
San Bernardino County for home foreclosures.
There are signs of trouble all around
the neighborhood Toomer said point-

ing to several "For Sale" and
"~oreclosed" signs hanging fr9m curbside posts. Recently, they contacted
the property management agent handling their rental, about repairing a
broken toilet and uncollected trash on
the property. 'There's not a lot I can do,
now that the place is in foreclosure', he
told me. "It was like getting punched
in the nose," said Toomer.
·
Making matters more difficult they
were barred from the house when the
locks were changed by a real-estate
agent representing ~ new foreclosure
owner unaware there were renters in
the home.
On Thursday afternoon, workers
See HOUSING, Page A-4

In the .Inland Empire where foreclosures have risen more than 300 per-'
cent there's a bright and dark side: surprise evictions and lower rents.

Candidate "Transcends Race and Brings Unity to the Country"

Sen. Kennedy Endorses Obama , .
The Black Voice News
WASHINGTON, DC

Two generations of Kennedys Massachusetts
Sen.
Edward
Kennedy, his son, Re p Patrick
Kennedy of Rhode Isla nd and
Caroline Kennedy the late preside nt's daughter - are endorsing · fel low Democrat Barack Obama for
president.
Senator Kennedy e ndorsed the
presidential hopeful Monday, calling him a "man with extraordinary
gifts of leadership and character," a
worthy heir of his assassin ated
brother.
"I feel change in the air," Kennedy
said in remarks peppered with veiled
criticism of Obarna's chief rival for
the nomination, Sen. . Hillary
Rodharn Clinton, as well as her hus 0
band, the former president. " I have
marveled at his grit and grace," he
said.

E-Mail to: pressrele?se@blackvoicenews .com

February 1st

OBAMA
RALLY
San Bernardino City
Hall
12 noon

909.881.5067
All Are Welcome
The Democratic Party's best known political family - the Kennedy's
endorsed Barack Obama for president during a boisterous rally at
American University Monday. Sen. Edward Kennedy told Obama " I feel
change in _the air."

Ke nnedy was introduced by
Caroline Kennedy, who said Obama
"offers that same sense of hope and
insp iration" as did her father.

P.O . Box 1581, Rivers ide, Calif ornia 92502 (951 ),,682-6070 ©B lack Vo ice News ~~07

Representative Patrick Kenned y
also e ndorsed Obama from the stage
before a boisterous crowd at
American University in Washington.
"From the beg inning, he opposed
the war in Iraq. And let no one deny
that truth,"
Sen. Kennedy s·a id, an obvious reference to Bill Clinton's statement
that Obama's early anti-war stance
was a "fairy tale".
"With Obama we can close the
book on the old politics of race
against race, gender against gender,
ethnic group against ethnic group
and straight against gay," said
Kennedy.
The Kennedy charisma and connections are a significant boost for
Obama as he heads into a series of
critical primaries on Super Tuesday,
Feb 5. in a show down for the
Democratic nomination.

See ATTACKS, Page A-4
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Building Better Communities
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·earack Obama for President
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These lyrics were penned to music by Woody Guthrie and sung by
\nfillons of Americans. It makes one feel good when you think about the
~any opportunities in America and the landscape or this great land.
,. However, I like the fourth chorus of the song:

.
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Hardy L.

BROWN

In the square of the city
In the shadow of the steeple '
Near the relief office
l see my people
And some are grumbling and
some are wonderin'
If this land's still made for
you and me

We as a Black people living
In America, wonder about this land from time to time and bow we fit into
e poUtlcal, social and economic landscape of America. Well, for the
lrst time we are witnessing some dynamlts that most of us thought may
11ever happen and that is to participate in a presidential election where
Black or woman would be considered a serious candidate. And now we
lave both·at the same time. And, the rhetoric surrounding senators
farack Obama and Hillary CUnton's race for the highest office in
f.merlca, brings to mind the Susan B. Anthony and Frederick Douglass
bates of last century with Susan saying to Frederick, help us get the
ght to vote first and then we will help you become free. Frederick
ponded back, not while we're under bondage. While some Africanerican leaders believe Obama should take a back seat to Hillary
llnton, I strongly disagree. When I note Hillary Clinton's campaign
ctics, including her husband/campaign surrogate former President Bill
Unton's racially charged remarks against Senator Obama and read
boot Hillary's past as a ''Goldwater Girl," including her lack of support
~r the civil rights constitutional amendments during that time, I believe
African-American's we'll see business as usual.
Bill, who has been called by some the nation's first Black president,
,as done something that has prompted the Democratic Party to request
~ silence and many Blacks have requested that his "ghetto pass" be
Evoked. It has put Blacks, who support Hillary in an uncomfortable
llandwlch with the community. On the fflpside of the endorsement spec•
hm, Senator Ted Kennedy, Kennedy family heir CaroUne Kennedy,
1111d others are supporting Obama and have moved us closer to believing
hhis land ls our land'. With Senator Obama the Issues are not for civil
tights but American rights and how the world views our country. He
tomes with a total package of protecting and providing us aU with the
ght to pursue life for happiness. This land ls our land, this land is my
(lmd.
Now one of the things we must do to show that ''this land is our land"
~ go to the polls and vote in a big way like voters did in South Carolina.
ils for me I am supporting Barack Obama.

...J>--9Jice Chief Must Regain Public Trust
Last week, San Bernardino Police Chief Michael Billdt stated that he

fs hampered in delivering service to the Westside community by two lit-

tle words: "Stop Snitching". He is saying that the citizens are reluctant

to point out criminals ot report crime. The citizens of this community
re law abiding citizens and are respectful of law enforcement officials
Dut their hesitancy to call law enforcement officials ha~ a long history
~er than snitching.
.. The current police relations grew out of the police's attitude towards
fie Westside residence which were Blacks and Latinos. First, police
,efused to live in the city because they were afraid of the citizens at least
this is what 90% have stated based on where they live. Second, when citkens have encounters with the police, the police treated them with no
RSpect. Example: neighbors holding a peaceful candlelight vigil are
Gistead harassed by police. Third, the treatment from the police was
orst than the so-caUed criminals in the l!rea. ~x.ample: recently a youth
as shot by the police. Fourth, when citizens go in to make a complaint
Ote police would tell them it is not valid even without an investigation.
fifth, the police assigned to the community, lack the sensitivity in dealpg with the citizens.
Now I know Chief Billdt does not lay aU of this at the feet of the citillens because he knows that some of his officers need to be fired. The
chief knows that those officers who sell unwanted t-shirts on city property need to be discipUned. The chief knows that officers who write up
ijtizens for jaywalking in a street with no sidewalks need to be dlsci61ined. The chief knows that officers need to be trained on how to inter•
~ with the public when they come in to rue a complaint. The chief
lnows that police officers rely on a "code of silence" in the department
'1> protect each other when it comes to an internal investigation on one
tf them.
~ I know that the task is not an easy one as long as we have troublemakvs in each camp that do not want to play by the rules but with the recent
ruUng by the California Supreme Court, this should bring some relief to
&he public and citizens of the Westside on getting information about
,olice officers hiring records and pay. The court said, "The public's
~itimate interest In the identity and activities of peace officers is even
areater than its interest in those of the average public servant, Law
enforcement officers carry upon their shoulders the cloak of authority to
(Dforce the Jaws of the state. In order to maintain TRUST in its police
,epartment; the public must be kept fully informed of the activities of its
J,eace officers.''
So if the chief will start out in the direction of the community with a
positive attitude and commi90ent to being respectful and truthful, I can
assure him that the community wiU go more than half the distance when
it comes to reporting crime.

Sample Ballot
Barack Obama
Proposition 94

HJV/AIDS: People from All Walks of Life Must Confront the Crisis
By Bob Johnson
NNPA Special Commentary

. This land is your land, this land is my land
From California to the New York island
From the redwood forest, to the gulf stream waters
This land was made for you and me

~

Thursday, January 31, 2008

YES

In these times, when HIV/AIDS is
the fourth leading cause of death
worldwide, individuals from all
walks of life must come together to
confront the crisis.
In America, where Blacks account
for 53 percent of all new HIV/AIDS
diagnoses, African-Americans must
come to terms with the fact that
HIV/AIDS could be the crisis that
ultimately destroys our communities
if we _ignore it
Nowhere in the country is this
more apparent than it is in our
Nation's capital , Washington D.C.'s
rate of HIV/AIDS infection is ten
ti mes the national average. An estimated one in 50 D.C. residents is
infected with AIDS and one in 20 is
infected with the HIV virus. Blacks
make up the majority of the District's
population at about 57 percent and
also account for the majority of new
infections-a whopping 88 percent of
new infections from 2000-2004 in
Washington D.C. were diagnosed in
Black' people.
We must act immediately to establish an honest dialogue within the
Black community regarding persistently high rates of infection, high
rates of death, attitudes that blame
those who are infected rather than

Bob Johnson

support them, and how we can come
together to move toward positive
change.
As the founder of Black
Entertainment Television, I helped
launch Rap It Up-a multi media campaigned focused on raising awareness
about HIV/AIDS and encourage our
viewers to first protect themselves
and engage in open discussions about
HIV/AIDS.
I'm very proud of the fact that the
Rap-It-Up campaign has become one
of the most effective AIDS social
marketing campaigns in the country
and arguably the most successful
AIDS media campaign targeting

Proposition 97
Measure L
·MeasureM

Black women must not consider
themselves exempt from the danger
of AIDS for any reason, and must be
ever vigilant in protecting themselves
and encouraging other Black women
to protect themselv·es as well.
We must also address issues of
self-esteem among young Black men
and how it relates to a high rate of
HIV/AIDS infections. Many young
Black men have a fatalistic view on
life: They think that drugs and prison
are inevitable. Also, many young
Black men see hypersexual images of
Black men portrayed in the media
and ix;lieve this is the mold they were
meant to follow.
Black people in America must
acknowledge the gravity of the crisis
with HIV/AIDS. The repercussions
of our ignorance have been catastrophic over the past 25 years, and
25 years of similar inaction could
tum a catastrophe to the tragedy that
becomes our undoing. We must act
now, for there is no time to lose.
Quite to the contrary, Black America
has more than 25 years of activism
that need to be made up for.

Robert Johnson is the founder and
CEO of The RU Companies,
Founder of Black Entertainment
Television (BET) and the owner of the
Charlotte Bobcats.

Becoming a:° Obamacan
of Reagan's name with anything but disdain.

. Joseph C. Phllllps

Democratic presidential hopeful
Barack Obama recently found himself in
some hot water when he was heard to
compliment fonner President Ronald
Reagan. During an interview, the
Illinois senator said, "I think Ronald
Reagan chunged the trajectory of
America in a way that Richard Nixon
did not and in a way that Bill Clinton did
not. He put us on a fundamentally different path because the country was
ready for it." He was immediately
attacked by his opponents and other new
liberals that view as heresy the mention

Later, while addressing an enthusiastic audience, Obama clarified his
remarks for those that obviously mis ed
the point the fust time. "Reagan", he
said, "was able to tap into the discontent
of the American people and he was able
to get Democrats to vote Republican they were called Reagan Democrats."
He continued, "We, as Democrats right
now, should tap into the· discontent of
Republicans. l want some Obama
Republicans!" Or Obamacans!
Obama's point may have been a bit
too academic for a primary campaign.
He was, however, correct. ~agan was
an optimist and was able to oridge the
partisan divide by ·articulating a vision of
A111erican strength. It was a vision of
smaller, less intrusive government and
lower taxes. It was a vision that swept
him into office with two landslide victories, It was, alas, also a vision at odds
with Obama's message of higher taxes,
bigger government and international
mollification. If he is looking for
Republican defections, he will have to
offer more than soaring rhetoric. Like
Reagan, he will need a message grounded in the same sense of American exceptionalism that Reagan preached in 1980.
Obama, however, has something else
to offer that, for some, might just out-

weigh his policy shortcoming$. That run!" Even in the naivete of my youth,
something is the allure of history.
I never really believed Jesse could win.
Hillary Clinton is running with a.sim- Obama, however, is something different.
ilar promise of history. However, a . The country is different.
White woman riding into the White
For Black people of my parent's genHouse on the coattails of her husband is eration, a Black man becoming president
not only a feminist's nightmare, but it was a sign that somehow we as a people
also fails to capture the imagination in would have arrivetl wherever it was we
the same way as that of a Black man had been headed. What would my parbeing sworn into our nation's highest ents say today? How much does
America change the morning after
office.
Though I am a member of the opposi- Obama is sworn in as president? Will
tion party, I must admit to feeling a gen- the ghosts of our nation's past finally be
uine excitement when Barack Obama exorcised? Will this nation finally be
won the Iowa caucuses and to an equal- absolved from its original sin? Will we
ly fantastic sense of deflation when he finally take the last step in realizing the
later lost the New Hampshire primary remarkable ideals articulated by this
and split the state of Nevada. (As of nation's founders? What is it wonh to
this writing, the results from the primary finJI out?
in South Carolina are not in.) In this
There are millions of voters across the
way, I don't think I am too very different country that couldn't disagree more with
from thousands of other Black folk Obama's new liberal vision for America.
across this country that hold viewing There are some, however, -- voters both
parties on primary nights and root for Black and White -- that feel the tug of
Obama, holding their breath with each history more than they do the pull of ideupdate. They sense something real and ology. Obamacans will be those that
historical happening in this country; step into the quiet anonymity of the
they believe that like Reagan, Obama polling booth and wonder if perhaps this
will not only change the political con- is the moment that America changes for
versation in this country but our good.
socio/cultural conversations as well.
Joseph C. Phillips is the author of
This is more than just a flashback to "He Talk Like A White Boy" available
1984 when I stood in a union nail in wherever books are sold.
New York City chanting "run, Jesse,

Our History Not His Story - Support Tribal Compacts
By James Sweeney
The unvarnished facts affirm that
Native Americans from varied tribes
have been victims of broken promis-.
es, broken treaties, land theft, rape
and a plethora of wrongs to long
standing to explain and explicate.
Despite such dastardly treatment,
seventy California tribes/citizens
have united to support these Gaming
Revenue agreements. These compelling, agreements generate and
enhance self help for Native
Americans and maintain their sovereignty and independence.
Importantly, up to 25% of gaming
money goes into state coffers; this
money will generate over nine billion
dollars (over 20 years) and indirectly
over I I 6 billion in total economic
activity for our current crisis burdened state.
The bottom line is that Democrats
and Republicans approved this bipartisan agreement with major
majorities led by Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Speaker Fabian
Nunez and President Pro Tern Don
Pe'rata,
These agreements also ensure
labor union rights that protect organizing for the tribes. The concern for
the entire state is paramount as these
four tribes fully and faithfully
demonstrate inclusion for all, and
services for all.
The facts sti 11 verify that as these
tribes ·work for all, they personally

suffer among the lowest life
expectancy, high diabetes rates, and
many other ills that effective universal health care could correct, yet these
tribes, the first Americans, remain
good citizens. Perhaps that is why
many diverse groups from firefighters, police, civil rights advocates, taxpayers, businesses, educators, and
persons of every hue say yes to 94,
95, 96, and 97. Who will stand up and
embrace these tribes/citizens and
applaud their hope and dreams? What
of yours?
Ironically, the first break for these
tribes/citizens was fought for by former Governor and President Ronald
Reagan. Today these tribes/citizens
are standing up for all of us. The reality is that California is expending
$600,000 per month more than it is
taking in; it is evident that the tribes
are major players in helping to save
California which is experiencing a
deficit of 14
billion dollars.
Common sense should compel an
affinnative vote on props 94-97 as a
way to preserve California's economy, jobs, and concurrently help nongaming tribes to realize ongoing sup- .
port. It is amazing that Riverside and
San Diego counties are assisting the
other 56 counties and many cities to
enjoy a better way of life as they
emerge from California's economic
cloud.
Finally, these compacts/agreements were crafted with independent
audits, fiscal safeguards, and over

sight. Given the above, few can say
no to these outstanding tribes/citizens
Agua Caliente, Morongo, Pechanga,
and Sycuan.
Now all citizens who vote, who
care, who know the history are
requested to turn away from the
horse-racing and selected gaming

interests of another state and determine our destiny and our finahcial
fate in California- across all lines we
ask you to vote your conscience and
your pocket book: Yes on 94, 95, 96,
and 97; our history not his story. You
write the chapter with your affirmative yes vote.
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Proposition 95
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African American youth.
But Rap-It-Up is just one campaign, and it certainly can't address
all the issues impacting Black
America, but it is an important and
necessaty step toward making
teenagers aware of the dangers of
HIV and how prevalent it is in their
community.
The fact that one in every 10
Black teenage girls in D.C. is HIV
positive is inexcusable.
Adults
should be making every effort to protect our young people from the disease by providing them with the education and solid leadership that will
help them make informed decisions.
Another particularly vulnerable
segment of our population is Black
women. Black women have more
than IO times the risk of White
women to contract HIV. AIDS, a preventable and treatable disease, is now
the leading cause of death for Black
women ages 25-34 in America.
The burden of the disease is clearly ours to bear, yet many Black
women will tell you they are not at
risk for infection because they are in
a monogamous relationship or
because they are not IV drug users
and don't sleep with IV drug users.
The fact is, in spite of the relative
safety of monogamy, the number one
cause of infection for Black women is
heterosexual sexual contact.
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YE
W e are coming together as
men and .w omen of God to say

YES WE CAN far BARACK

..

BARACK OBAMA is the candidate who can bring our divided nation together. More than
ever, we need, a President who can bring people together across cultures, denominations and class
differences so we ca~ address the cri~ical issues we face as a country.
Our nation is at a·crossroads - our country is in the midst of an unjust war, millions go without
healthcare, many Americans saw pink slips instead of bonuses during Christmas, and many families
who achieved the dream of owning a home now face foreclosure.
Martin Luther King, Jr. once evoked the message of"the.fierce urgency

efnow."

We believe the right time is now. Barack Obama is resurrecting our need for hope, change and unity
and inspiring millions of Americans to become instruments of change.

O _N FEB . 5 TH, let's join our votes together and make history by supporting
BARAC K OBAMA for PRESI DENT ... WE CAN TOGETHER!
in SO LI DARITY
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tone of the Clinton campaign, his
aides said. He and Bill Clinton had a
heated telephone exchange earlier
this month over what Mr. Kennedy
considered misleading statements
by Mr. Clinton about Mr. Obama, as
well as his injection of race into the
campaign.
"Today isn't just about politics for
me. It's personal," said Mr. Obama.
The candidate told the audience. he
was too young to remember John
Kennedy and was just a child when
Robert Kennedy ran for president.
"But I remember my grandparents
and motljer calling that period in ou.r
nation's life - a time of great hope
and achievement."

ATTACKS
Continued from Front Page

Rejecting entreaties from the
Clintons and their supporters, Mr.
Kennedy, a major figure in party
politics for more than 40 years,
vowed to campaign aggressively for
Mr. Obama, in delegate rich states
like Arizona, New Mexico and
California.
Hillary Clinton, former president
Bill Clinton and their allies had
pressed Mr. Kennedy for weeks to
· remain neutral in the Democratic
race, but Mr. Kennedy had become
increasingly disenchanted with the

Meanwhile the woman who
famously labeled BiU Clinton as the
"first Black president" is backing
Barack Obama to be the second .
Nobel Prize winning author and
Pulitzer Prize · recipient Toni
Morrison said her endorsement of
Obama has little to do with his race
- but rather his personal gifts.
" You exhibit something that has
nothing to do with age, experience,
race or gender and something I don't
see in other candidates. You exhibit
wisdom - something you can't .train
for, inherit, learn in a class, or earn
in the workplace," Morrison wrote
in a letter to Obama.

readers and non-readers. Another conrespond to the needs of the local schools
cern is the opportunity gap between by sharing and promoting praise-worthy
California schools and other state schools within the district for setting a
schools. Dr. Fischer said, "California positive academic example, leading the
ranks 46th among all states in terms of way in taking on after school programs,
funding per student. California teachers, supporting administrators, teachers, and
on average, have twice as many students additional employees with development
than teachers across the nation, and we programs, coaching, training, and curhave the lowest student-counselor ratio riculum placement, supporting the
in the nation."
Quality Education Investment Act which
He also expressed a gap in leadership will benefit 42 schools in the county in
positions and teacher experience., He terms of funding, and provide necessary
said 85 percent of teachers working in data for schools to aid them in instructhe schools are interns, and during the
tional decision-making.
course of his nine years as San
As for state funding for schools, Dr.
Bernardino Superintendent he has
Fischer said he would not allow any
worked with 87 superintendents. He said
more budget cuts in the San Bernardino
studies show that there have been more
school systems. He said, 'The
cases in which student achievement was
Governor's budget proposes spending
gained through experienced instructors
$300 per pupil less than last year. This,
and the prolonged existence o~ superin- . in a state that invests nearly $2,000 per
tendents.
pupi I, less than the national average in
Dr. Fischer has adopted a new proour students, according to Education
gram to achieve the gaps and prepare
Week's Quality Counts report. This·
students for the workforce. He said, "The
budget crisis did not originate in our
number one issue in our region continues
public school classrooms, and neither
to be our under-educated workforce."
will the solution to the crisis be found by ,
Through the "Project Lead the Way" proreducing funding in the classroom."
gram he hopes to make a positive differDr. Fischer recalled an event in 2005
ence among his districts that serves
when the education community and. votapproximately 427,000 students. Project ers congregated to rebut the budget cuts
Lead the Way is a nationally recognized
in the schools proposed by Governor
program that offers a STEM (Science, Schwarzenegger. Fortunately, the budget
Technology, English, Math) program for cuts were rejected by the Legislature. Dr.
middle school to high school students.
Fischer said, "Our children are the casuThis program strives to provide training, alty of poor budget and policy making
support, and a curriculum for teachers in
decisions. They deserve better, and we
order to prepare the students for a career vow to fight for every dollar for our stuin engineering and provide post-seconddents."
ary degrees. Dr. Fischer said San
"Our goal is to see that all students
Bernardino has been given $287,000 to
master the standards regardless of race,
fund the program. Some of the districts
background or economic status. It's not
already enrolled in the program include
about teaching, it's about learning and it's
Barstow, Victorville, and Chino.
time to tum teaching minutes into teachDr. Fischer said he would continue to
ing moments," said Dr. Fischer.

SCHOOL
Continued from Front Page

terms of academic performance growth.
Westside Park Elementary is 74 percent Latino, 14 percent African
American, and JO percent Caucasian.
Fifty-six percent are English learners and
11 percent are special education students. Ninety-seven percent of the
school's students are classified as economically disadvantaged. Within three
years Westside Park Elementary has
gained I 31 points in terms of academic
performance growth.
· As of 2007 there was a 64 percent
increase of Latino students in the San
Bernardino school system, 13 percent
increase of African American students,
Tl percent increase of English learners,
3 I percent increase of economically disadvantaged students, and 25 percent
decrease in Caucasian students in the
San Bernardino school system.
Jack O'Connell, State Superintendent
of Schools, gave an overall report of the
progress achieved by California students. He said five years ago 35 percent
of students passed the English segment
of the statewide exams, and today ~3
percent have passed. Five years ago 35
percent of students passed the Math segment of the statewide exams and today
. 4 1 percent have passed. In 2006 ninetyone percent of students passed the High
School Exit Exams and today 93 percent
of students have passed the Exit Exam.
O'Connell said the goal is to reach I 00
percent within the various districts.
Dr. Fischer shared his plan to close
what he calls the learning gap among
San Bernardino county students. One
gap includes the learning ability between
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ator got a quarter of the white vote
while rivals Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton and former Sen. · John
Edwards split the rest.
According to exit polls many voters were angered by comments made
by former President Bill Clinton that
some interpreted as an effort to
diminish Obama's record and ability
to win_by painting the senator as· the
"Black candidate".
Obama said Sunday that his landslide win in South Carolina marks a
turn in party history, showing ·that a
Black candidate can appeal to voters
of all colors and in all regions. ·
He appealed for unity saying "I
think people want change. They want
to go beyond the.slash-and-burn politics of the past."
Meanwhile John Edwards quit the
presidential race Wednesday, ending
a scrappy underdog bid in which he
steered his rivals toward progressive
ideals while grappling with a traumatic blow early in the campaign, his
wife's recurring breast cancer diagnosis that roused voters' sympathies.
The two-time White House·candidate
finished third. in South Carolina. The
loss was especially hard because it
was where he was born and waged a
very public fight against poverty - his
signature issue throughout his campaign.
"We gave voice to all of those
Americans whose voices are no1
being heard," Edwards said. His
decision to quit came after he lost the
four states to hold nominating contests so far to Clinton and Obama.
Tuesday Clinton took Florida. The'
Democratic vote was mostly ceremonious however, because state officials
moved up the primary date in violation of both Democratic and
Republican rules. She made a show
of moving on to Nashville to declare,
"Now the eyes of the country turn to
Tennessee and the other states that
will be voting on Feb. 5.
The Democratic presidential contest took a bruising turn in South
Carolina as the candidates sparred
over race and Bill Clinton's influence. With the resounding win,
Obama regains momentum in the
prelude to "Super Tuesday" , a Feb. 5
coast-to-coast competit'ion for more
than I ,600 Democratic National
Convention delegates.
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Agua·caliente Band of Cahuilla lndians--U92.7-- City of
Palm Springs
Present
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
2008 ACTIVITIES
Black History Month Opening Ceremony Saturday, February
2nd at 2pm, at the James O Jessie Desert Highland Unity
Center located at 480 Tramview Rd, off N. Indian Canyon in
Palm Springs. Free to the public.
Black History Month Community Church Night February 6th,
located at First Baptist Church 588 Rosa Parks Rd. 7:00 pm.
Black History Month Basketball Tournament Feb. 9th.
Registration starts at 10am tournament starts at 11 am at
JOJDHUC. The fee is $5 per person. 480 Tramview Road off
N. Indian Canyon.
Black History Month Community Health and Information Fair.
Featuring the Skit "Letters to Harriett Tubman" February 16th
at the JOJDHUC 480 Tramview Rd , off N. Indian Canyon in
Palm Springs. Free Admission, 2:00 pm .
Palm Springs Library African Story Telling Tuesday February
19th 6:00 pm, at the Palm Springs Library located 1901
Baristo Rd Palm Springs. Featuring story teller Michael
McCarty.
Black History Month Parade and Town Fair
Feb. 23rd.
Parade starts at 11 :00 am in • downtown Palm Springs on
Baristo and Palm Canyon. Town Fair location, Palm Springs
Stadium at 1901 E. Baristo Rd. Sunrise is the nearest cross
street, and it's next door to Palms Springs Library. Town Fair
Starts@ 12:00 noon right after parade.
For more information contact the James 0. Jessie Desert
Highland Unity Center at (760) 323-8271 or (760) 416-5716.
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were loading the student's belongings
into a moving van. Toomer had
recei ve<l a letter from the bank confirming her worse nightmare - tha_t
they had 30 days to find a new home.
Such can be the story wheri renters
of houses owned by investors end up
in foreclosure.
In San Bernardino County of the
nearly 800 homes seized by lenders in
October 2007, many of them were
investor-owned rental properties.
Because tenants often are not aware
of their landlord's deteriorating financial situation, they are often taken by
surprise. Even if they have made their
rental payments on time, and they are
in a lease that doesn't expire for several months, they may only get 30 to 60
days to move. A foreclosure makes the
lease null and void and the lender or
new owner only has to keep basic utilities such as electric and water on until
th't tenant vacat~s the property. In the
students case the landlord agreed to
return their security deposit after they
wrote him a letter threatening to take
him to court.

With all the pain of eviction the students see a bright side to the housing
mess: some lower rents.
Cruising a nearby Corona sub-divi-,
sion they were pleasantly surprised:
There were plenty of choices at lower-,
than-expected prices, thanks to the,
multitude of owners trying to rent,
homes they couldn't sell.
" When we got down there, we
shopped and shopped around," says
Foreman, who rented a new 2,220square foot, three bedroom townJ:iouse
with a pool and spa for $ I ,350. The
o~ner allowed the students to move in
with their dog, despite a pr?hibition
against pets.
To be sure, rents have continued to
rise steadily in many markets. And the
housing downturn means that more
people are looking for rentals as well,
increasing demand.
Many would be buyers have
become renters because they can't get
a mc;,rtgage in today's tight credit environment, or because they're sitting
tight in hopes th.at prices drop further.
But in the Inland Empire where
foreclosures have risep more than 300
percent, finding a house to rent is easier and in some cases, cheaper than it
was before the crunch.

.Get barter!

Save marter

Guarantee
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Operation Phoenix Musical
Sturges Auditorium • Feb. 9 th
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30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Call Today!
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Waiting and more
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1-877-SAVE-011
( 1-877-728-3011 l
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Kris

BENZ
It is nice to know that you have chosen to share a moment with me again.
The weather here in Palm Springs is
great. A little chilly! But great! It is ·
projected to be 5 l degrees on Friday.
Whew!

I Need Your Help!
I am going to take a moment and
share some information about a
Beautiful Young Lady we lost last year.
A motorist in Desert Hot Springs tragically struck down Carissa Nwene.
Carissa was walking to school north
bound on Palm Drive in Desert Hot
Springs, CA on the morning of
November 16, 2007 between 7:05 am
and 7:23 am, when she was hit possibly a Triton'V8 Econoline Van.
Carissa was a bright student in the
Gifted and Talented Education
Program since elementary school.
Carissa had a smile that was warm and
'Could light up the room. She is greatly
missed by her siblings and parents.
· I have taken an active role in assisting the family, friends and authorities
in solving this terrible crime.
On Friday, February 1st at 7pm, I am
'hosting an event here in the Desert
called First Friday's Bowling Night.
'All are welcome to attend this once a
month event. There will be a chance
for people to make a donation to help
the family of Carissa on this night.
There is a $10,000 reward being
offered to help catch the person or per.sons responsible. If you have any
infonnation regarding this crime, I
urge you to contact We Tip at 1-80078-CRIME. You will remain complete•ly anonymous and may be eligible for
this reward if your information leads to
an arrest and conviction.
First Friday's Bowling Night
If you are not doing anything and
want to do something a little different,
then come on out to the Palm Springs
Lanes and have some fun, starting
Friday, February Ist at 7pm. I am hosting the First Friday's Bowling Night
each and every First Friday of the
Month.
· Come out and listen to some real
"Oldies Music" reflective of the 70's
provided by DJ Izzy. You do not have
to be a pro to bowl with us. This is an
opportunity to get out and have some
fun. Not that you don't have any
already. We wifl 'provide you with 3
games of bowling, bowling shoes and a
fun and exciting atmosphere. While
you bowl to some of the great jams
from the ?O's all for only $ I 5.00 per
person. Food and drinks are not included in the cost of bowling. Bring a
friend a team or just bring yourself.
Do you like to read!!!
On another note I would like to spend
a moment and talk about two people
who have written books:
First off there is Charles White.
Charles is the author of a book called
"Your Lottery Numbers Dream Book".
This is a book that Mr. White has
researched for LO years. This is for the
Lotto enthusiast. Mr. While has won
the Lotlery over three times. Please
contact Mr. White at lottodreambook@gmail.com for more information on his book.
We also have Patricia P. Berry, author
of, Peaches & Cream Americas Most
Famous Book of Poetry. Ms. Berry has
taken topics of today such as the searcli
for peace, religion, love and more and
has compiled them in a book of poetry.
You can contact Ms. Berry at pbpalmsprings@aol.com for information on
her book.

1

This week I would like ·to share with
you a new addition to the Inland Empire.

Juanita

BARNES
Ken Stright of Sherbrooke, Nova
Scotia, Canada wrote, "THE
COURAGE to FORGIVE" O.K.
Why is the Dead Sea called 1he
Dead Sea? Right it's dead. Nothing
lives in it. Now, why doesnlt anything live in it? Well it's so· salty
everything dies. But why is it so
salty? I';,, told it is so salty because
all the water goes into the Dead Sea
but nothing comes out 1he other end.
The Dead Sea doesn'Tgive anything
back, it only takes. God gives, forgives af!d invites us to be a people of
forgiveness. When we do give back
forgiyeness as we have received forgiveness, then we die at least a little,
at least inside when God is trying to
make us alive in his love. God, you
are the forgiver of the faithful and
the foolish. We are amazed at your
mercy and forgiveness as expressed
in Jesus Christ. Let us live this day
as those who have been forgiven and
given the opportunity to forgive others!

HELLO MORENO VALLEY!
"Where Dreams Soar"
The Moreno Valley Black
Chamber of Commerce is inviting
you to celebrate, "The Lady In You"
on Friday, February, 8th 2008 at the
Holiday Inn Express, 24630
Sunnymead Boulevard, Moreno
Valley, from 6 p.m. - IO p.m. They
would like to spoil you for four
hour fQT a donation of, $3.5.00 (in
advance) or $40.00 (at the door).
Tips are not included and are recommended. For ticket information call
(909) 374-3947 or (949) 212-7690
or (95 1} 809-5863, you can also call
the chamber office at (951) 6977772.

The National Council of Negro
Women, Inc. Moreno Valley Section
will present Mardi Gras Ball
Saturday, Feb. 9th, 2008 at the Hap
Arnold Club March Air Force
Re~erve Base. Social Hour 7 p.m.
Soul Food Buffet 7:30 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. Dance 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. Tickets
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My sister Sarah is the owner and publisher of the hit magazine "SAVE THE
DATE." The magazine premiered in Los
Angeles eight years ago, but Sarah always
longed to return to the Inland Empire (the
place of her birth). On Friday, January
25th she along with our brother Rev. Jon
Harris, joined the Black History
Committee of Riverside in the Kick-off
celebration for Black History Month at
Zacateca's Cafe. The evening started with
a performance by the Bre Dance Studio.
They perfonned two' numbers before a

crowd of almost 100 attendees!
Several dignitaries and community
leaders were present including, but not
limited to Riverside Mayor Ron!lld 0.
Loveridge, City Councilman Chris
MacArthur from Ward 5, and Captain
Dave Hernandez from the Riverside City
Fire Department. Mrs. Cannen Roberts
served as this year's chair and she honored
the City of Riverside, the Riverside Public
Utilities, Altura Credit Union, the
Riverside City Fire Department, Burrteo
Waste Industries, the Precinct Reporter

are $45.00 per person. For information call (95 1) 242-6952 or 9241389 or 247-4053. RSVPS by Feb.
2, 2008. Costumes & Masks are
welcome! Remember!!! All attendees must present a valid picture ID
· as you enter the base and all vehicles
must have current registration as
well as proof of insurance that is
required by the federal government.

dren, women and me just because of
the color of their skin. Tired of the
Jim Crow law. Tired of bei9g
oppressed. I was just plain tired. I
felt the Lord would give me the
strength to endure whatever I had to
face. God did away with all my fear.
It was time for someone to stand
up-or in my case, sit down. I refused
to move. That shoes us that it comes

IN REVIEW - Fashion plates of
the old west!!! The Inland Empire
Buffalo
Soldiers
Heritage
Association will celebrate Black
History Month at their 3rd Annual
Buffalo Soldier Bronze Statue
Memorial Fundraiser Luncheon on
Feb. 2, 2008, [2:00 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
Gregory's on the Course, 26583
Cherry Hills Blvd. Sun City. Lunch
will be Prime Ribrferiyaki Chicken,
entertainment provided by One Plus
One, featuring Richard Mooring
(not of Earth Wind & Fire).
Donation is $35.00 per person. For
info contact IEBSHA (951) 6577088.
The "Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc."
Gamma Alpha Chapter invites you
to its 13th Annual Hilda Mae
Thompson Scholarship
Black
History Founder's Day Luncheon on
Saturday, February l6, 2008 11 :30
a.m. - 3:00 p.m. at the Hap Arnold
Club March Air Force Reserve
Base. "A Time To Love and To
Remember," A Scrumptious "Soul
Food" Luncheon, Special Youth
Presentations, Vendors, Door Prizes!
Donations: 12 & over $35.00 Ages
5-11 $15.00 Ages up to 4 free. Call
(951) 679-7901 for info.
Rosa Parks: "SITTING DOWN
WITHOUT FEAR" I have learned
over the years that when one's mind
is made up, this diminishes fear;
knowing what must be done does
away with fear. When I sat down on
the bus the day I was arrested, I was
thinking of going home. I had made
up my mind quickly about what it
was that I had to do, What I felt was
right to do. I did not think of being
physically tired or fearful. After so
rriany years of oppression and being
a victim of the mistreatment that my
pe<;>ple had suffered, not giving my
seat-and whatever I had to face was
not importan~. I did not feel any fear
at sitting in the seat I was sitting in.
All I felt was tired: Tired of being
pushed around. Tired of seeing the
bad treatment and disrespect_of chi!-

Treehouse Dental Group

Presents

Inland Empire Black Business

Directory & Resource
Guide
951-571-3258
"Bringing Communities Together Through Business Connections"sM

iebbdrg.com

COMMUNITY OUTPOST
Looking for something Tasty and Good? Try Luther Gourmet
Bean Pie.

Baked fresh in an 8-inch deep dish pie pan, with choice ingredients. Delivered to your door within 24 to 48 hours, for only $1200
per pie; and for 2 or more pies $1000 each. Shipping & handling
included on all orders.

Call Luther

(951) 657-9524

P.O. Box 2122
Perris, CA 92572-2122

Lancl &. A p a r • - - n • Uni••

Avoid The Commission Hassle
We Pay All Closing Cosl'sl
Avoid l.engl'hy Delays
We Solve Problemsl

CA&.&. NOWf

ary 1, 2008 (4:00 p .m. cutoff).

1725 N. Riverside Avenue• Rialto• California
Proud of our past. Ready for our futurs.

www,emwd.org

Call today for a complimentary
consultation!

Irene Daniels
· Reverse Mortgage Specialist
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200 • Ontario, CA 91764
Office: 909-476-8825 • Fax: 866-882-9134
Cell: 951-505-6335

(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building)

909.874.0400

treehousedental.com

Monica's Tax and
Bookket;ping
" Monica Hodgson
Owner-Notary Pt/blic
~900 Market St, Suite #270

Riverside, CA 92501

irene.daniels@Wellsfargo.com
951-782-9177 or 951-534-9701
951-782- 9738 fax

monbyoul't:l.X~dy@atc.net
1omcayourtaxlady.com

.

.THE &HIRT TALE
The Finest in Custom Shirts
By Appointment: Our Showroom or Your Office

"1>&811-BBAO
~
s11'c:or~.rc-- s;

95
'.
www.gl

htt.p://www.cash4yourhomem24hrs.com ~

i,

-

Corona lVlen ' s
Suit Outlet
It-a/i,an; DuijfteclSuift tUUi TU/xeM's
DESIGNER ITIILIIIN SUITS:
Cara11elli • Montefino Uomo • Pronto Mondo
Giorgio fiorelli • ferretti • Cianni Cellini
r
llinci • Sergio Martini
...........
WE CJIRRY JILL SIZESI
lllteratians
Jluailable far
Men& Women!

AVAILABLE

Apply online at www.emwd.org
and follow the instructions for Job
Openings. Questions? Call (951 )
928-3777, ext. 4376. EDE

Inland Empire

ANY CC>NDITIC>NI

CASH IN 2 4 HRS
CALL TODAY
SELL TONIORROW!

Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr. Barbara Gray

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth.colored fillings
:Crowns
Emergency care
Tooth Whitening
Veneers
Bridges
Preventiv~ care

. ~-

WE IWl-bll_h
BUY HOUSES
____ _

Providing comprehensive dentistry for the -entire family.
Experience the Difference at
Treehouse Dental Group

Eastern Municipal Water District
is seeking applicants to establish
eligibility lists for future entry-level
clerical and field positions such as:
Accounting Assistant, Customer
Service Rep, Maintenance Trades
Assistant, Meter Reader; Storekeeper,Telephbne Dperator, Utility
Worker, and Water Reclamation
Operator-In-Training. The most
competitive candidates will be
invited to formal testing and placement on an eligibility list, which will
be maintained for one year. This
is an annual event, held during
the last part of January each year.
This year, applications will only
be accepted January 28-Febru-

BE BLESSED
J.B.

4LifcEntcrprises.com, LLC

SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS

Long-Term
Careers On Tap!

Group, RBS and our own Black Voice Expo will also begin at 10:00am and will
News for' their continued support of the ' be located on Main Street next to City
work and endeavors ofThe Bla~k History Hall. To learn more contact the Black
Committee of Riverside.
Voice News.
The theme for this year is "It Takes A
So let's remember we are in this togeth- '
Village - Leaders: Past, Present & er. Come out and celebrate our history '
Future." The organization plans to have while we make history!
several events throughout the year. On
We welcome your questions. Please
Saturday, February 9, 2008 will be the feel free to email me directly at
1
29th Anniversary Parade and Expo. The wendy@personalservicesplus.com.
1
Parade begins at 10:00am from Terracina
Give your all in all that you do. Then
& Magnoli,a (Riverside City College) and the PLUS won't just be more, it will be the
will proceed down Market Street. The difference!
Wendy is the founder and preside/II of 1
Personal
Services Plus, Inc., w1 Even/
a time when we need to stand up or
sit down for what is right and if we Management Company. Visit www.personalservicesplus.com or email her al
take God with us he will stand with
we11dy@personalservicesplu.1.co111.
us.

BED TAG SPECIAL

s99aa

GREEN TAG SPECIAL

Any Suit in Stach

JUI Shoes in Stock

(May not be combined w ith any
other offer - Exp 12-31 -07 )

YELLOW TJIG SPECIJIL
ONLY

•299oo
3 FREE Shirts,. SIik nas
Leather Baits, Daslgnar Sacks
Packat Hankla•
"""" purchase al 3 Daslgna, Su

SO%

(May not be combined with any
other offer - Exp 12-31-07 )

.
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·uc Riverside Announce;s HEAT 2008 Festival
Festival Line-up
features 311, Mos
Def and prominent Nightclub
DJs
The Black Voice News .

RIVERSIDE

The UC Riverside Student
Association has announced
plans for the follow-up to la~t
year's highly successful
HEAT festival which will be

14,000 attendees. It will feature multi-platinum rock band
31 l , Grammy-nominated rapper Mos Def and a DJ set by
electronica maestro Moby.
Also set to perform at HEAT:
critically acclaimed hip-hop
duo Clipse (featuring Re-Up
Gang), a DJ ,set by mash-up
master Girl Talk, the hip-hop
fused Afrobots, and progressive rock band Circa Survive.
HEAT will also feature some
of today's hottest electro and

will enjoy live music with
nightclub-inspired lighting
and sound. HEAT 2008 will
also feature a "21 Plus
Lounge," in which beer and a
selection of wine coolers will
be available. In keeping with
the festival atmosphere of
HEAT, the event will also f eature a wide variety of local
food vendors.
"The HEAT Festival represents the diversity and energy
of the students at UC

dents with identification are
already claiming the 6,000
free tickets available from the

indie DJ acts such as: the U.S.
debut of 'Lies In Disguise'
(Blake Miller of Moving
Units & Le Castle Vania),
L.A. Riots, Low B, Villains,
and DJ Morsy.
The newly expanded event
will feature three venues: two
full-sized stages and a large
dance tent in which attendees

Fox Home Entertainme,:it
Loads American Black
Film Festival AwardWinning Comedy Onto
DVD February 12th
The Black Voice News

CULVER CITY

Compelling characters, witty
dialog and a family with their
fair share of Dirty Laundry will
be fresh and ready on DVD
February 12th from Fox Home
Entertainment. From writerdirector Maurice Jamal (Ski
Trip), Dirty Laundry is a modern
day prodigal son story with a
twjst.
Winning both the
Audience Award for Best U.S.
Picture and the Grand Jury Prize
for Best Actor (Loretta Devine)

AN

Riverside:" says fourth-year
Political Science major and
Event Coordinator Gurpreet
Sangha.
·The event starts at 6 p.m.
Tickets cost $42.50 for the
general audience and mu.st be
purchased in advance. Tickets
can
be
purclJased
at
Ticketmaster.com. UCR' stu-

can buy tickets for $25.50 :
through the UCR Fine Arts
Ticket office.

'Dirty Lau~dry' Rolls Out for Black History Mont~

Last year's festival drew 6,000 people.

taking place on Saturday, Feb.
23 at 5:00 p.m. Last year's
festival attracted well over
6,000 students and concert.goers from all over Southern
California.
HEAT 2008, which will take
place on the UCR campus, is
expected to attract over

campus Commons. After
those are gone, students, faculty, staff and alumni of UCR

at the 2006 American Black Film The Preacher's Wife) as the hard
Festival, the film follows a tradi- edged, but loving mother, Jenifer
tional
southern
African- Lewis ("Strong Medicine,"
American family <leafing with "Girlfriends," The Preacher's
the return of Patrick, a success- Wife) as haughty, Bible-quoting·
ful Manhattan writer who left Aunt Lettuce, Terri J. Vaughn. ·
home 10 years earlier and never ("The Steve Harvey Show,"
looked back... until now. A "Soul Food") as the good-clash of cultures and lifestyles natured sister and Writerensues as the family must come Director Maurice Jamal as the'
to terms with complex issues of judgmental and bitter brother..
race, sexuality, and class. Dirty Dirty Laundry is a heartfelt comLaundry features magnetic and edy that tugs at both the funny
hilarious performances by an bone and the heartstrings. The·
ens'emble
cast;
including · DVD will also contain a bonus.
Rockmond Dunbar ("Prison photo gallery and special deleted
Break, "Soul Food") as the scenes for the suggested retail
prodigal son who begrudgingly price of $26.98 U.S / $37.98
comes home, Loretta Devine Canada.
(Original Broadway Cast of
Dreamgirls, "Boston Public,"

EVE.NT MANAGEMENT COMPANY

.' ,, .\.t\~r;/" .·> .,.

)·,

Meet ings ♦:·,CC>oferences • . Seminars
Special Events • Com munity Relatibns• • Project Management
.!,·!

Wendy Glad ney
President

.

,.

639 Eldora Road, Pasadena, California 91104

T: 626.791.3847 f: 626. 791 4875
E: wendy@personalservicesplus.com
www.p ersonalsenricesplus.com

MORENO VALLEY BLACK CHAMBER
~ OF CO?dMERCE

~

0

and

~

MORENO VALLEY BLACK CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
COAiD'ruNITY FOUNDATION

1'raa'11 111

.2111

DEPAR"TMENT
S'T AN S NIFF, SHER. I Ff • CO RO NER

PUNDRAISING
Pa~aing Eietll
1·'1r The 1Mlt r,, 10,1

-

-

.FRJDA1 • PESRUAIW 8•
,., Holiday Inn Express ,..
24630 SUnllymood BouJewnl. A'l)rem, vay, CA 9ZSS3
6{>m- 10pm

Let Us Spoil, Y~uFor4 Hours...
. . ~IF•ll' _,,TNnbnei1lt,F""11CmlfWnisnpThmlpt,
~T-, F""'1 Delat l1• l'nklk. ~ Glt11,J,-. ~

$'htoN\1,c, nnaw,.c'h moN

All Inclunve for a $35 Donation (InMtna}
$40 Donation(Attll!Dffl.)
(Ilps,.,,,,.o,wl~aa4..:S11~

F(I' Ticket., call:
~) 3'14-3941 or(949) lU-1690or (951) 109-516.1

NOW HIRING
1-888-JOIN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG
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Ancient Africans' Leadership Approach

Know Your
,·Family's Medical
History
Dear Dr. Levister: My father died of
colon cancer. Apparently colon cancer
runs in our family. But being from the
South and African American it is considered unladylike to talk about it. Should I
compile a family medical history? RA.
Dear RA. Investigating your family's
medical history is an excellent move peopie can make right now to help protect
themselves and their children against
chronic diseases such as cancer, high
blood pressure, heart disease, obesity and
stroke.
The U.S. Surgeon Generalls website
offers "My Family Portrait," which can be
printed or downloaded onto your home
computer. You fill in medical histories for
kty relatives to create a family tree which
shows any diseases that could pass to
younger generations.
A woman with cases of breast cancer
in her family, for example could discuss
that history with her doctor to determine
tier own personal risk for breast cancer.
She might be advised to begin mammop s at a younger age, get other scans
that look for early signs of breast cancer,
or change her lifestyle in ways that can
tjelp prevent cancer.
• Cancer death rates for AfricanAmericans haye been steadily dropping in
tlie last several years, but they remain
4larkedly higher than most other ethnic
~ups in the US. For Black men in particular the cancer death rate is still an
warming 40% higher than for Wliite men.
• Public health experts have found that a
third of US cancer deaths are due to poor
cnet, excess weight, and a lac~ of physidilly activity. Tobacco use causes anoth~ third of all cancer deaths. Fortunately,
these factors are under our own control.
P.ractical guidance is available at the
4merican Cancer Society's website Food
and Fitness and Quit Smoking links or by
wiling 1-800-ACS-2345.
: For people with a family history of
<ancer, it can be especially important that
they don't smoke, eat a diet rich in fruits
ood vegetables, and maintain a healthy
lil:xly weight, because we .know these
¢ings contribute to many types of cancer
and other chronic diseases.

.

follows. Grammar, Rhetoric, and Logic
are disciplines of a moral nature, by
means of which the · tional tendencies
of a human being are p ged away (James,
p. 28). Of necessity th requires knowing
their meanings. Grammar is learning
those aspects of the Ian age which allow
one to extract meanin s more reliably
than not. It also inst s students .in the
1\vo approaches Ancient Africans used art of speaking well to e public and in
to teach Leadership and the way to , speaking well to v siting scholars.
Mysticism were formalized group studies Rhetoric is about the y "signs" influand customized refined studies. enced people. It focus on the thoughts
Customized Knowledge was attained and ideas of ,instructio from the African
through the process of Reflection and Sages needed for the p ~uit of Ma'at.
Medjtatjon (quieting the mind) until one
Whereas Rhetoric embraces the study
:eached one's Real Self, where Truths and art of verbal style, d mmar is imporwere received from the Sublime Universal tant for spotlighting e nuances of
Energ.y. Each person had to discover speech. A good public ~er is considhis/her own way to Mysticism so as to ered an artist because el uence is based
reach the Afterlife. Group Studies_ were as

on the judicious use of language, propriety
of tropes and metaphors, and the sincerity
with which a person delivers a speech
(Asante, Egyptian Philosophers, p 57). To
prepare for public speaking (meaning "of
the people"), Ancient Africans focused on
Values and ways to present opinions
inside a logical and consecuti've presentation of thought-- a study and practicecalled Dialectic ("the act of knowledge").
The process of reasoning was referred to
as Discourse and its preparation was also
about the best step-by-step (Rational
Thinking) approach for speaking in pub,lic. When discourse and dialectics were
delivered in a moving, forceful an.d eloquent manner-including meanings and
signs familiar to the people--it reached the
status of Rhetoric. Rhetoric on a formal
occasion was considered an Oration.

Those who orated with the greatest effectiveness in the most pleasing manner
earned the title of an Orator. Logic helped
determine which best word to speak-- the
proper selection of which shortened the
distance between the message of the messenger and the people's understanding of
both.
Arithme~ic is concerned with numbers
and their operations allow for calculations
to be. made. lls ideas and techniques form
the foundation for all of math. Geometry
and·Arithmetic provide keys to one's inner
being (particularly to one's Real Self) and
one's physical self because they deal with
the sciences of transcendental space and
numeration. This means they can take the
student beyond all concepts of time and
space so as to be outside the limits of
human knowledge-a realm where they

could thereby relate to a divine force
(Bailey, Common Sense). Astronomy
dealt with the knowledge and desJruction
of latent forces in man and the destiny of
individuals, races, and nations. Music (or
Harmony) meant the living practice of
Philosophy (i.e. the adjustment of human
life into harmony with God) and the living'
practice of math (since philosophy is math
put into words). When one's Soul
becomes identified with Ood, it hears 'and
participates in the music of the spheres
(James, p. 28). To summarize, Grammar,
Rhetoric, and Logic (i.e. Dialectic) train
the student to become a living witness of
the Divine Logos (i.e. God's Universal
Reason-Thought and Creative Utterance
and Power) (James, pl40).
website: www.jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D.

Online Petition To Stop Racist Advertisements Headed By An Angry Black Great Grandmother

Richard 0 .

JONES
We all have seen and perhaps even
became a party to unfounded email vigilantism. Someone takes a sound bite of
a newscast, read about the allegations of
racism somewhere, the arrest of a Black
juvenile whose parents claims he or she
were mistreated, or hear a race related
rumor at· work, and rush to their email
alarm system. Within hours, no longer
than a few days, many thousands of
Blacks are on the bandwagon of some
unsubstantiated mess. Many times there
email rumors can ruin an innocent person's reputation and/or business before
anyone tal<es the time to investigate the
facts before electronically forwarding
the propaganda.
However, there's an online petition
that is loaded with racist facts, that evell
the most accommodating tum-theother-cheek type Black person can't
deny, but has practically gone unnoticed

or ignored by our undeiground email
railroad system. A 75iyear-old great
grandmother in named Joyce
Witheispoon, the originator of the
online petition, said that he has been
frustrated for over 60 years with the
negative images of Blac people being
portrayed on various fodd products in
the market, namely Unc e Ben, Aunt
Jemima, and the guy o the box of
Cream of Wheat, who ha outlasted all
of the other negati e images.
Witherspoon paid a young boy to help
her start the online petitio over a year
ago with hopes of someda confronting
to the mal<ers of these products with
proof that Blacks do not ap reciate their
insensitive commercial tactics but has
found a very few supporte to sign her
petition.
Young people have told ttherspoon
that negativity of Blacks on food products doesn't matter anymor . However,
Witherspoon says, "That's tlie problem!
The images on the boxes are all everybody has ever known and now the ·
whole rf1ce is desensitized. I ould like
to see these images die befo I do."
However, Witherspoon is not in the
email vigilante loop becau~, a lot of
Black people do care about these type

subtle racist issues and are not that hard think product racism doesn't harm any- up in a society where images of slavery
to find. Just the other day, I received a one because Blacks are making it. But Joom everywhere as Blacks finger-pop
group email stating, as a fact, that that's not true. Many adult Blacks, even and hip-hop and don't even flinch at the
Arizona Tea was a racist company young children, are discouraged by the sight.
because they displayed an image of a apathy of their race. The concerns and
slave woman serving tea to a White feelings of Joyce Witherspoon should
Email: richardojonesJ@veriwn.net
couple on a plantation on their can of , be important to everyone because her
Southern Style Sweet Tea. The email fight is not a selfish one. Witherspoon
expressed anger and urged everyone to doesn't want to see her great grandchilstop buying Arizona Tea and forward dren or your great grandchildren grow
the email to everyone you knew. First I
went to the market and looked for such
a can of tea and couldn't find one. Next,
I emailed the company and told them of
the allegations. Within IO minutes they
You may be eligible to be a...
replied expressing their opposition to
racism and attached a copy of the label
on the can. It turned out that the angry
We have a program just for you!
email was a totally wrong or a hoax, yet
thousands probably read and forwarded
• CHOA-Ca/ifomia Ho11si11g
it. Witherspoon's petition is angry but
- Opport1111ily Agency
no
hoax.
Go
to:
•
First-Time Homebuyers •
www.petitiononline.com and type in
New and Existing Homes available
Aunt Jemima, or Uncle Ben, or Cream
of Wheat in the search box. You may
• Cal HFA Homeowuersl,ip program
also email Joyce' Witherspoon at:
• CHOA Lease Purchase Program
joyce. wi therspoon@sbcglobal.net
with 36 month option to purchase
Today people look at Barack Obama,
• 30 Year fixed interest rate
Condolezza Rice, Oprah Wiqfrey, Tiger
• Closing cost can beft 11n need .>
Woods, and the many Black rich entertainers and business executives and

www.blackvoicenews.com

. Join ~ !tarltrJjot Jdool!JlcariituJ; at_tne
~an BernarOino Blac~ Histo~ Paraae ana fxposition :
SntuRday, ·FCBRUaRy 2, 2008
• StoRytelling
•CRafrs

for ~cnool Qeadiness
Bethel Commun1ty· Ounca.ch

Office: 909.356.lf221
~~,v

The leading Ladies for School Readiness outreach program is a
statewide effort launched by First S California and designed to reach

parents, caregivers and community leaders and educate them on the
importance of preparing children to enter school
ready to learn.
i

ff

!

Call JESSIE SUTTLE for detail

·,

..

,

951-279-9990
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First 5 Riverside Leading Lady Hosts First Day of Preschool Even(
The Black

Voice News
RIVERSIDE

First S Riverside and a member
of its Leading Ladies for School
Readiness program recentl y
hosted "The First Day of
Preschool" - an event to educate

that preschool provides important early learning and social
experiences that will help their
chjld enter kindergarten ready to
learn and succeed."
"The First Day of Preschool"
was a free family event, which
allowed children ages O to S and

First 5 Riverside AmeriCorps member Candice Mendoza reads to children at "The First Day of Preschool," a hands-on event to educate parents and caregivers on the benefits of preschool and the Importance of
preparing children to enter school ready. "The First Day of Preschool"
was hosted by First 5 Riverside and Patricia Wiggins of the Leading
Ladles for School Readiness Program.

Parents participate in arts and crafts activities at "The First Day of Preschool," a hands-on event to educate parents and caregivers on the bene•
fits of preschool and the importance of preparing children to enter school ready to learn. "The First Day of Preschool" was hosted by First 5
•
Riverside and Patricia Wiggins of the Leading F.idies for School Readiness Program.
,

parents and caregivers on the
benefits of preschool aml the
importance of preparing children
to enter school ready to learn.
"Our objective was to allow
parents to see what their child
would experience on their first
day of preschool, instead of just
being told," said leading lady
and event organizer Patricia
Wiggins of Eagles Wings
Community Outreach Center in
Perris. "Parents need to know

Fortunately, high-quality preschool programs can tum this
problem around by giving children the skills they need from the
start,"
said
Michelle C.
Burroughs, administrator of
health and community programs
for First S Riverside.
The "First Day of Preschool"
was supported by First S
Riverside and Riverside County
Department of Public Health
Nutrition Services. AmeriCorps,

VOTE
Continued fro~ Front Page

door canvassing, urging people to vote.
"Its exciting people seem to be interested
in ail of the candidates. It's just getting
them to decide which one," she said.
"I'm leaning towards Obama now," said
Shanda Cook. She believes that if you
have a divided house, fixing the economy
or stopping the war won't happen. "It will
be just gridlock as usual."
Polis this week show Clinton 11 percentage points ahead of Obama. Both
picked up votes this month with the withdrawal of New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson and Senators Joe Biden, of
Delaware, and Chris Dodd of Connecticut.
Obama's support grew by 5 percentage
points, Clinton's by 3 percent.
Obama's campaign picked up significant
momentum following the South Carolina
win particularly among African-American
voters who rallied with an unprecedented
turnout. Obama's overwhelming support
from the state Black Democrats and
women voters boosts his stakes in
California and hopes of winning three
other former Confederate states voting Feb

Gov. Schwarzenegger's
Appoints Phillips to
CAAM Board of
Directors

their parents to part1c1pate in
activities simulating the first day
of preschool. Children enjoyed '
being read to out loud , coloring,
engaging in physical activity as
well as learning how to stand in
line and take turns.
"Currently two-thirds of children in California's high-priority
elementary schools do not have
the necessary developmental
skills to enter kindergarten.

and Prevent Child
Job Co
Abuse RiNerside also supported
the event y providing resources
materials
In par ership with First 5
Califomi and First S Riverside,
the Lea ·ng Ladies for School
Readiness program calls on
women ho play a prominent
role in the African American
church to work closely with
church leadership and other
commu 'ty leaders to educate

parents and caregivers on topics
including good nutrition, health
care, early literacy and the benefits of preschool.
First 5 Riverside, the Riverside
County Children & Families
-Commission, is a public entity
funded by Proposition JO tobacco tax revenues and established
by the County Board of
Supervis9rs in l 999~ F'irst 5
Riverside provides funding of

education, childcare, and heal(fi
care services that help familieeS·
and children ages Ot o 5 develop
a strong f oundation f or. success
in school and throughout their
lives. For more info rmation
about First 5 Riverside pro,.
grams and other funded services,
call 951 -248-0014 or toll-free
800-266-3880
or
vis if
www.rccfc.org.

5: Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee.
Despite his huge win Saturday, Obama
faces serious challenges in the Inland
Empire and across California where the
Field poll. found Clinton had widespread
support among Latinos with 59 percent
supporting her compared with 19 percent
for Obama.
Increasingly a target for White House
contenders, are the legions of first-time
and young voters in the region and elsewhere who can help propel a candidate tt>
a strong finish.
Campus organizing drives, YouTube
videos and Facebook pages underline candidate's attempts in recent weeks to tap a
segment of the electorate that historically
has been much less involved in politics
than their parents and grandparents.
"I'm still trying to decide," said
Riverside Community College student
Cecil Richards. Richards, an electronics
major says his part time job at Starbucks
pays the bills for now, "But what about the
future, I'll graduate in June. Will there be a
job waiting? That's what counts," he said.
Both Democrats and registered voters
who have declined to state a party preference are allowed to vote in the Feb 5
Democratic primary: only Republicans
can vote in the Republican primary.

MEDIA
Continued from Front Page

TheBlaek Voice News
SACRAMENTO

Joseph Phillips,
45, of West Hills,
has been appointed
to
the
California African
Am e rican
Museum Board of
Directors. He has
served on the - - board of directors
since 2005. Since
1995, Phillips has been the owned JCP
Productions, where he also served as
president. Additionally, he has been a
syndicated columnist and political com-.
mentator writing a weekly column
called, "The Way I See It" since 200 I
and an actor since 1984, appearing in
The Cosby Show. Phillips is an ambassador for the Sickle Cell Disease
Association of America and spokesperson for Project Alpha for the March of
Dimes. He has also been involved with
the Special Olympics, Red Cross, Big
Brothers of Los Angeles and the Green
Chimneys Foundation. This position
does not require Senate cmifmnation
and there is no salary. Phillips is a
. Republican.

O PEN MIC
at Backstage
Restaurant
Every Thursday
7p.m. to Midnight
3597 Main Street
Riverside, CA
92501
951-682-8591

PUC Commissioner Timothy
Simon with Dr. Bill Lee and Hardy
Brown.

Secretary of Business Transportation an Housing, Dale Bonner (3rd
from left) with Richard Love, Willie Brow of Inglewood Today, Peggy
Hunt, Gloria Zurveen, Eleanor Boswell R ines, and Hardy Brown (seated).

announced that the Black media will be a
crucial component in alerting the community on the schedule of forums for the State
referring to the state's focus on environLong met with the group, and
of Black California.
In addition, the California Black Media .. mentally friendly energy options. He stated expressed their desire to work with the
met with appointees and policy makers of that if companies cannot find the workers me ·a outlets to educate Africanericans on critical issues in business,
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger's cabi- here they will bring them in from other
net to discuss ways of getting information countries. This new "green" economy, he hou ing, and education. Secretary Long
directly to the Black community - through told the group, offers the African- pi ged to work to increase quality teachadvertising and public service announce- American business community an opportu- ers and to close the achievement gap.
ments - without going through a "crummi- . nity to grow and develop as the state goes Plu ·a Marshall, Publisher of the Los
Angeles Wave Group, stressed the imporfication" process, which is a multiple layer "greener."
Agency secretaries Dale Bonner and tance of parental involvement and educaof middle agencies that serve as brokers
between the state agencies and media outlets, stated James Sweeney of the
Sacramento-based firm James Sweeney &
Associates, the hose of the Sacramento
meeting.
Timothy Alan Simon, Commissioner of
the Public Utilities Commission, which
regulates all the utility industries in
California, thanked the Black media for
supporting him in the nomination process.
He educated the group on the activities of
the commission and promised 10 work with
the media in making the public aware of
J.G. Wentworth
CASH NOW
the vast oppommities awaiting those who
are prepared for the new "green" economy,
for

CASH NOW

FOR STRUCTURED SITTLEMENTS,
ANNUITIES and INSURANCE PAYOUTS

(866} 494-3711
means
Struchl'ed Settlements!

~

s seen
on T.V.

Secretary of Education Dave Long Is presented a certificate by Cheryl
Brown for his support of the Footsteps to Freedom Underground
Railroad Study Tours.

lion.
Margaret Fortune, Senior Advisor to the
Governor, told the group that Governor
Schwarzenegger is committed to making
sure all Californians are aware of the various programs and services available to
them. She pointed to his appointment of
Regina Brown Wilson as Public
Information Officer, charged to specifically work with the various African-American

media outlets, as an example of that commitment. Ms. Brown Wilson has had
extensive experience working with Black
media anil other key African-American
organizations throughout the state.

. ',

MetLife Financial Customers
If you purchased a MetLife product through a MetLife Financial Advisor
since January 31, 2002, you may have a claim to recover the cost of hidden
fees that were not disclosed in the following:
MetLife Financial Plans • State Street Mutual Funds • CDC Nvest Funds
-MetlifeVariable·Annuities • MetLife Variable or Universal Life Insurance
To speak with an attorney in this case,

Call us: 800.897.01 71
Tim Becker • Zimmerman Reed, PLLP • www.MetLifeAttomeys.~om
651 Nicollet Mall, Suite 501, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Not a member of the State Bar of California
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CANDY DOLL MINISTRY

.

~omanTrumps Illness and Tragedy to·Spread Sunshine

.

Emma McBath says her brush with illness and tragedy inspires her candy doll creations. Proceeds fund her church's cancer patient ministry..
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister

Emma McBath knows firsthand what it feels like to walk in
the shadow of illness and death,
after -all she won a long battle
~gainst uterine cancer in 1985,
c;mly to lose her 30 year-old-son,
Derrick to an automobile accident in 2005.
"God held my hand as I
walked truoug those shadows.

.

a

He told me don't hang your · canning jars and a selection of the candy dolls weren't exactly
head, go spread some-sunshine," bows, ribbons and strands of sensation at the church's
says McBath.
fake hair, in under an hour fundraisers, says McBath.
So when the San Bernardino McBath meticulously trans"The people loved them but
retiree reaches behind a sitting forms a plastic doll face into a they didn't buy them. The
chair in her Sierra Way apart- work of edible ministry.
women got discouraged and
ment and pulls out boxes filled
"They love them. There's the gave up. I kept making them
with bags of Tootsie Rolls, Jolly sensation of sharing the love" and started giving them to canRanchers, Blow Pops, Fire she says, "Twist open the candy cer patients. Now it's my minBalls, Bazooka Bubblegum lol- covered head and 'voila' it's a . istry."
lipops and old fashioned pep- refillable jar stuffed with
McBath pulls a dozen -dolls, in
permints she is about to spread candy."
various sizes, from a curio cabisome sunshine.
Started several years ago by net and displays them on a.Jarge
·tli..a recipe ofJlr.aiid '""'~-women .w ber.eburch, ,Restore table.
"The peppermint doll, 19at's
· s'ftelue, t\~' t top
ofLife ~ ''JJ,'' Street..

everybody's
favorite ·
at
Christmas. I can .always count
on the Tootsie Rolls to bring a
big smile. Kids, they like the
Blow Pops, Fire Balls and
Bazooka bubblegum," says
McBath.
"When people see the dolls
they instantly fall in love. Their
eyes light up. There's something
about their little faces that
drives the dark clouds away."
With the help of granddaughters Deirdre, Domonique and
Daniela, McBath is gearing up

for the season that best symbolizes her craft.
"Valentines Day you should
see her - every table, chair,
every vacant space is filled with
red and pink candy dolls. She's
like a kid in a candy store giggling and stuff. When people get
them, they see it's her way of
saying someone cares," said
Deirdre.
"We have to say grandma its
time to get in bed," says
Daniela. She just looks at us looks at the ' clock and then
opens another bag of candy. It's
like she can't wait to share the
love. You can see it in ·her eyes,"
said Domonique.
McBath admits she's had a few
overzealous recipients retuqi the
dolls in need of repair.
"They try to eat the glued on
candy. I tell them eat the candies
from the jar not the head." She
gets plenty of requests . for ·
refills.
'
While she continues to give
some dolls as gifts McBath is
now counting on her creations
to generate money for her
church's sick and shut-in ministry. The proceeds go to helping
people with cancer.
The dolls sell for $25.00,
$12.50, $7.50. Purchase one of
McBath's signature designs or
create your own. She says the
dolls bring smiles to young, old,
every race - no discrimination
here.
"I tell people don't hesitate to
give a White person a Black doll
we are all God's children." She
recalls the White cancer patient
·who received a Black doll.
"Her eyes were piercing blue the doll was coco brown." As
for her smile says McBath "Pure
gold like afternoon sunshine."
Emma McB ath - (909) 8859389.

Sempra Energy, Greenlining Institute Celebrate Diversity with Reception
r4e Black Voice News
:

LOS ANGELES

••

By Bobby Chore

.

:· A joint effort by Sempra
&lergy Utilities and the
Greenlining institute led to an
tdea of acknowledging the
gi-owth of diversity in each
~rkplace and the communities
tl,ese organizations serve.
bebra Reed, president and
~O of southern California's
$as Company and San Diego
Gas and Electric - both utilities
~nder Sempra Energy - led the
y.i.ay at the Gas Company Tower,
several guests, community
leaders and s mall business owners gathered for a reception at
ttie Gas Company Tower in Los
Angeles on Jan. 24. The crowdevent celebrated the utility
~ompany's commitment to
1iversity.
; 'It started with a statement of
¢ornmitment to diversity," Reed
aid. "We thought the best way
fer the partnership to show a
working relationship was to
hive this." .
• empra Energy companies
spent $251 million with ~omen,
minority, service-disabled and
. veteran-owned businesses. ·
"This is value," Reed said.
"By having a much more diversified base, we are buying at
lower costs and developing (1-r): Robert Visconti , Inland Empire Gas Co Regional Public Affairs Mgr; Debra Reed, Pres & CEO The Gas Co & San Diego Gas & Electric; Rialto Councilmember
more competition. Ifs not just Deborah Robertson; Mitch Mitchell, Vice Pres External Affairs Gas Co & SDG&E; Barbara McGee, Rialto City Clerk; Lea Petersen, Gas Co Public Affairs Mgr.
v,;riting a check, it's being a part
of communities."
your economic future."
Reed, along with Robert L. practices and policy-making. Association, whose president, Sempra Energy workforce is nesses.
,Gnaizda
shortly
explained
the
Earl· "Skip" Cooper, II, was African-American,
Asian;
"This is the beauty of our
W}lile a small Washington
Gnaizda, policy director and
general
counsel
of the reasoning behind the institute's present to address the audience. Hispanic or Native American, operation," Mitchell said. "We Prep High School band played
with
Sempra
"The solution to our economic while 30 percent of Sempra have the opportunity to bring jazz throughout the evening,
Greenlining Institute, empha- partnership
Energy.
crisis
in. America is supplying Energy's managers are minori- diverse_enterprises not _only to community leaders like Rialto
saed the importance of devel"Sempra
convinced
us
that
we
small
and
minority businesses," ties.
make money, · but make them mayor Deborah Robertson were
oping diversity throughout the
wanted
to
be
the
leaders
of
corCooper
said.
One
of
them
is
Mitch
Mitchell,
stronger.
The more succe~sful at the reception and cheerily
company's hiring procedures
porate
responsibility,"
Gnaizda
Last
year,
25
percent
of
senior
vice-president
of
external
these
[minority-owned]
busi- socialized with Reed and other
and business decisions.
said.
"This
is
going
to
strengthSempra
E
nergy's
business
supaffairs
at
southern
California
nesses
are
helps
build
state major officers, as diversity was
The Greenlining Institute is a
en
minority
businesses."
pliers
were
minority
businesses.
Gas
Company
and
San
Diego
economies"
the sole factor behind the event's
multi-ethnic public policy
Gnaizda
added
that
the
partIn
fact,
61
percent
of
individuals
Gas
and
Electric.
Mitchell
"If
you
.
don't
provide
them
success,
and a collective underorganization that strives to raise
nership
was
also
inspired
by
the
spoke
of
Sempra
Energy.
'
s
hired
by
the
company
are
with
the
conduit
to
think
stratestanding
of diversity being the
lqw-income and minority
efforts
of
the
Black
Business
minorities.
5
1
percent
of
the
involvement
in
minority
busigically,
then
you
are
hurting
final
result.
involvement in major civic
#

~s

ed

.
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!Announcements 100

I

AUTOS WANTED $1,000 Gitt.
Donate Carl IRS Deduction, Any
Conditioo, Los1 Tille OK, help Kids.
· Espanol 1-888-548-1543. (CalSCAN)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ALL CASH CANDY Route. 'Be
.Your Own Boss·. 30 Mac/lines and
Candy for $9,995. l>'u~Vend LLC,

943 1

AMERICA'S FAVORITE COFFEE
Dist. Guaranteed accounts. Mllti
Billion $ ln<lustry. Unlimited profit
potertial. Free infonnation 2411.
1~729-4212. (Ca"SCAN)

MONEY TO LOAN
HOME BUYERS! 0 Down Payment
Loan! Government grants and
down payment assistance for
home purchases. Below Mal1(et
Interest rates. Can Specialist 800208-8121. (cal-SCAN)

AWESOME FIRST JOB!! Now hir•
ing motivaled sharp indMduals to
wort< an<! travel entire USA. Paid
training. Transportation, lodging
furnished. Call today, Start today,
1-877-646-5050. (Cal-SCAN)

TIMESHARES/RESORTS
RedWeek.com #1 TIMESHARE
MARKETPLACE. RenL buy, sell,
reviews,
New
full•service
exchange! Compare prices at
5000+ resorts. 84U do anything
timeshare,
visit
www.RedWeek.com, consider
options. (Cal-SCAN)

LENDER FORECLOSURE AUC.
TION. Southern Calffomia. 1000t
Homes Must Be Soldl Free
Catalog
HI00-864-8038.
www.USHomeAuction.com (Caf.
SCAN)

Alcohol & Drug Counselor
$18.20-$23.25/hr
Appeals Specialist
$20.09-$25.61/hr

LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE

TIMESHARES! TIRED of FEES?
Call www.BuyATimeshare.com to
sel, rent or buy a timeshare. Get
~ee Info today and 'get cash at
closing. Call Nowl 1-877-868•
1931. (Cal-SCAN)

SO. COLORADO RANCH Sale 35
Acres- $39,900. Spectacular
Rocky Min. Views Year round
access1 elec/ tele included.
Excellenl Financing available w/
low down payment. Call Red Creek
Land Co. Today! 1-866-696-5263
x3155. (Cal-SCAN)

Health Ed1,Jcation Specialist 1/11

$1 9.59-$26.89/hr
Supervising Employment
Services Specialist
$20 .56-$26.27/hr

Fictious
Business
' Name
Statements

1ST TIME
OFFERED
Washington. Old Farm Liquidation.
River access & views. Sac. $49,900. 15ac. old farm building $89,900. Gorgeous land & setting.
Limited available. EZ Terms. Call
WALR 1-866-836-9152. (CalSCAN)

San Berhardino County Human Resources
157 W. Fifth Street, First Floor
San Bernardino

(909)387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant

p. 1/10

IAnnouncements

BULK LAND SALE 40 acres •
$3g,9oo.
Moses
Lake,
Washington. Priced for quid< sale.
Beautiful land, interesting topography, good views & setting, abundant wildlile. surveyed on maintained road. Financing available.
Call WALR 1-866-585-5687. (Cal·
SCAN)

wildlife.

NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140
acres was $149,900, Now Only
$69,900. Amazing 6000 n. elevation. Incredible mountain views.
Mature tree cover. Power & year
round roads. Excellent financing.
Priced for quidc sale. Call NML&R,
Inc. 1-868-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN)

HOMES FOR SALE

New County .r:ecruitments this """ek:

Abundant

Com. Real Estate 975

HELP WANTED/SALES

943 1

air.

Secluded wilh good access.
Financing available. Eureka
Springs Ranch is offered by AZLR.
ADWR repor1 avail, Call 1-877•
301-5263. (Cal-SCAN)

NATIONAL CARRIERS needs
Company Drivers for its Regional
Operations in Southeast California.
Excellent Benefi1s, Generous
Home Time & Outslanding Pay
Paci<age. COL-A Required. 1-888707
7729
www.NationalCaniers.com (Cal•
SCAN)

DRIVER• $5K SIGN-ON Bonus for
Experienced Teams: Dry Van &
Temp Control available. 0/0s &
CDl·A Grads welcome. Call
Covenant 1~-2519 EOE.

Emplo)ffltllll Opponunltlos

tain

DRIVER: D0<11 Just Start Yoll'
careei, Start It RighU Company
Sponsored COL training in 3
weekS. Must be 21. Have CDL1
Tuition
Rsimbursemenll
www.JoinCRST.com 1-800-781·
2778. (Cal-SCAN)

MAKING 100 MILLIONAIRES by·
2012. Serious business seekers
only. Automated. No Caling. No
S e I I I n g
www.OneYearPlan.neUjeskark
(613) 735-6501. (Cal-SCAN)

I

CLOSEOUT SALE 36 AC $29,900, Price is dras1ically
reduced by motivated seller,
Beautiful setting with ~est, moun-

DRIVER • CDL Training: $0 down,
financing by Contra Refrigerated.
Drive for canlral, earn up lo $40k+
1s1 yearl 1-000-587-0029' x4n9.
www.cantralDrivif1gJObSnet (Ca~
SCAN)

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE!
Recieve Free Yacation Voucher. ., HELP WANTED/DRIVERS
United Breasl Cancer Foundation.
Free Mammograms, Breast
ATTN: DRIVERS. Paid Orientation
Cancer Info www.ubcf.info Free
and Bonus. 36-43cpm ($1000+
Towing, Tax Deductible, Nonwl<ly) Excellent Benefits. Class A
Runners Accepted, 1-688-466and 3 months OTR required. 1•
5964. (Cal-SCAN)
800-635-8669. (CaeSCAN)

!Announcements

Commercial Real Estate
Apartments For Rent
Condos & Townhomes For Rent
Houses For Rent
Real Estate For Sale
Condos & Townhomes For Sale
Houses For Sale

700
720

Recreation
Transportation

To mail or e,Lace your ad in person:

HOW TO REACH US:
951.f,;82.6070

(Cal-SCAN)

945

Buslnoas & Financial

888-1i25-2405. (Cal-SCAN)
DONATE YOUR CAR Ctildren's
Cancer Fund! Help Save A Child's
Life TIYough Research & Support!
Free Vacation Package. Fast, Easy
& Tax Deductible. Call 1-800-252•
0615. (Cal-SCAN)

autos

·

4290 Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501

.,,,,

Lobby Hours:
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

660 Grand Blvd., Deer Pal1(, NY. t•

Employment Opportunities

500
550
575
600
625
650
675

3:00 P.M.

AUTOS WANTED

I

homes

Schools & Education
Jobs Wanted
Employment Opportunities

For insertions, changes and cancellations:

TUESDAY

951.682.6070

The following person(s) is (are)
business as:
CLEAN, CLEAN, CLEAN SERV•
ICE
5983 Kings Ranch Road
Riverside, CA 92505

1 doing

IAnnouncements

Yeni Villatoro
5983 Kings Ranch Road
Riverside, CA 92505

IAnnouncements

This business is conduc1ed by
Individual.
Registrant has oot yet begun to
transac1 business under the ficti.
lieus name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the-information n
lhis stalement is true and cooect.
(A registrant wtftJ declares as true,
infonmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Yeni V~atoro
The filing of this stalement does
not of itself authorize the use in ttis
,;tale of a ficlitiotB business name
in ,ioiatioo of the righls of another

under federal 1 state, oc common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Stalement filed with the Comly of
Riverside on 12127/07.
I hereby cerUfy lhat this copy Is a
coned copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Ttis fictitious butiness
name staterrent expires five years
from the dale ~ was fifed n the
Office of the Comly Clerl<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before that
time. The filing of ttis statement
does not itself authorize the use n
ttis stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
• another under lederal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
I.any W, Ward, Couniy C!el1(
FILE NO. R,2007-17188
p,1/10, 1117, 1124, 1/31
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
JKL JUDGMENT RECOVERY
10350 Via Apoina
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Joan Culena Smlh
10350 Via Apoina
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has no1 yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information n
lhis statement Is true end correct.
(A regislrant who declares as true,
infonmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Joan C. Smith
The filing of lhis statemenl does
oot of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in Vlofation of the rlghts of another •
under federal, stale, or common
lew (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Stalement filed with the Comly of
Riverside on 12/07/07.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a
cooect copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the

Office of the County Cfel1(, A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement mus1 be filed before that
Ume. The filing of this statemenl
does not Itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in v'olatioo of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Warn, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2007-16532
p, 1/10, 1117, 1124, 1/31
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JT COMPUTER SERVICE
12750 Cobblestone Circle
Rivessm, CA 92503
Jonathan Minh Tran
12750 Cobblestone Circle
Riverside, CA 92503
· This business is conducted by
ln<lividual.
Registrant commenced to nnsact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
January 1, 2008.
I declare thal al the infonmatioo in
this statement is true and COO'ect
(Aregistrant wJ-o declares as true,
inlormation which he or she knoWs
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Jonathan Tran
The filing of Ills .statement does
not of itself authorize the use in lhis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of 1119 rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riversm on 1102/08.
I hereby certify that ttis copy is a
comet copy of the original slate•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cfel1(. A new
Fictttious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befor& thal
time, The tiling of this statement
does not itse~ au1horize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Nlllne in violation of the rights of
another under federal, s1a1e or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008--00057
p.1/10, 1/17, f/24, 1/31

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ROBERTO MADERA SALON
7:l-300 El Paseo
Palm Deserl, CA 92260
Roberto Madera-Gomez
47-$70 sumac St.
La Quinta, CA 92253

IAnnouncements 100 I !Announcements
Criminal Dejer1Se I DUI
Divorce & Family Law
US. Jmmigration Law
Police Abuse LAwsuits
Auto Accident 111juries

ZULU ALI
Attornry At I.Aw
Fo,,.er P;lice Officer I
Marine Corps Vet

Tel: (951) 782-8722 / www.zulualilaw.com
Law Offices of

RICHARD F. NEVINS

100 1

Jose Israel Reyes, Jr.
47870 Sumac St
La Quinta, CA 92253

Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhal
lime. The filing of this statemenl
does not itself autharize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busiless
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (see Section 14411,
Et Seq , Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
L"")' W. Warn, County Clel1(
FILE NO, R-2007-17136
p, 1/10, 1117, 1124, 1/31

Moreno Val'ef, CA 92553

This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registranl has oot yet begun to
transact business under the fi<li.
lious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the infonmatioo in
this stalement Is true and cooect.
(A registrant .,tw, declares as true,
ilformation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Roberto Madera-Gomez
The filing of ttis statement does
not of itself authorize the use ln this
state of a fictltious business name
in viaation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440el seq, b &p code)
Statement ijed .;111 the Counly of
Riverside on 1211007.
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
correc1 copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name Sfillemen1 expires five years
from the dale tt was filed in lhe
Office of the Counly Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of lhis s1alement
does not Itself authorize the use in
lhis state of a Fictitious Business
Name n violation of the nghls of
another under federal, state or
commo• law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Lall)' w. Warn, Couniy Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2007-04059
p.1110, 1117, 1124, 1/3t
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
RON'S CABINETS
, 24915 Myers Avenue
, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Micha'" Curtis Lathrop
2~9J5 Myers Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

.

This business Is conducted by
ln<ividual.
Reg~frant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictiUous name(s) listed above.
·
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and conect
(!', registrant who declares as true,
information whidl he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Michael Curtis Lathrop
The filing of this statemenl does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of anolhef
under federal, state, or common
law (sec, 1440 el seq, b &p code)
Statemenl filed with the Counly of
Riverside on 12111/07.
I hereby certify lhat this copy is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This ficti1ious business
name statement expires frve years
from the date 11 was filed in the
Office of the Counly Clerf<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of lhis stalement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a FICtitious Business
Name in violalion of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counly Cieri<
FILE NO, R-2007-16612
P., 1/10, 1/f7, 1124, 1/31
The folowing person(s) is (are)
doing bµsiness as:
TOCAYD'S PARTY RENTALS
24445 D~phinium Ave. ·
The City of Riverside
has an excellen1 part-time
opportunity for parents
and grandparents or anyone wanting to work out-

doors and help keep our
children safe Crossing
Guard

'9.75
Apply Online at
www.riversideca.gov
p, 12120

Rafael Hinojosa (NMN)
24445 Delphinium Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Jacqueline Gonzalez Hinojosa
24445 Delphinium Ave.
Mareno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conduc1ed by
Husband & w~e.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busmess under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare Iha! all the informatioo in
this statement is ~e and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnatioo which he or she knows
lo be false is guilly of a crime.)
s/. Rafael Hinojosa
The filing of this stalemenl does
not of itsalf authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
In \llolation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statemenl med ..tth the County of
Riverside on 1103108.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of tha County Clerk. A new
Fictitious

Business

Tihe followng person(s) is (are)
dang busiress as:
FOOTPRINTZ SHOE WAREHOUSE
7'l07 Arlington Ave.. Ste. E
Riverside, CA 92503
Thomas Doc Nguyen
2621 N. Lard St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

This business is conducted by a
General Partnersnp.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fidi.
lieus name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonmatioo in
this statement is true and correc1.
(A reg~trant who declares as true,
information which he 0, she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Thomas Nguyen
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use in lhis
state of a fictitious business name
in violatioo of the rights of another
urder federal, stale, o, common
la11 (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement fileij with the County of
Riverside on f2120/07,
I hereby cet1ily that !his copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: ThlS ~cti1ious business
ncme statement expires five years
from the dale tt was filed in the
Office of the Counly Clerk. A new

Name

Code).
Larry W. Ward, Co\Jnly Clel1(
FILE NO. R·2006-00075
p,1/10, 1117, 1124, 1131
The follov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DEALER SERVICES OF THE
INLAND EMPIRE
7726 California Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504

Fictitious

Business

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-17084
p,1/ 10, 1117, 1124, 1/3t

The following person(s) is (are)
dcing business as:
ACE NETWORK
22610 Lagllla Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Melvin Hamson (NMN)
22610 Lagllla Dr.
M0<eno Valley, CA 92553
Ivy Nell Hamson
22610 Lagcna Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Charles Joseph Smith Jr.
6890 John Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by CoPa1ners.

California State University San
Bernardino
College of Education
Department of Educational Leadership
and Curriculum
3 Tenure Faculty posi\ions in Educational
Administration; Terminal degree required.
Publi,c A9ministration experience preferred . Open until filled. Send letter of
interest to: Dr. Patricia Arlin, Dean,
College of Education, 5500 University
Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 924071,
909-53 7-5600.
p, 1/3, 1/ 17

IAnnouncements

LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS
(951 ) 686-5193
3995 BROCKTON AVE., RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

Olufemi
Specializing

FILE BA\KRrPTCY
Under New Law

•lfiillli:1¥►

..,.....s.oodlawoilices.c.om

•Sit--·~·--

•
diltmltwArmlllt'lddisail
• ~A~

Law Offi.c:e of

Aaron L. Turner
(909) 383..8480
(

•v•~-s·i e Ptrs~I :RepreSf11WiOI
rimi11t Law

r

Slsterlocks 1'1fBrother1ocksTII

Workin~ Toi:ether

~·

Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance

Children Welcome

Safe Passage Transtt Service LLP
14600 Shady Vaftey Way
,
Mareno Valley, &. 92555
CALIFORNIA

'

This business is conducted by

Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
•
Registrant has oot yet begun lo
transact bu~ness under the fictitious name(s) !isled above.
'•
I declare that all the infonnalion )rl
this sletement is true and

corre¥:

f~=::~~ ~:,~t.,t~

to be false is guilty of a crime.) , •
s/. Linda C. Smith, Vice President
The filing of this statement ooes
not of itself authorize the use in tihs
stale of a fictitious business nam,i
in violation of the rights of anolhe(
111der federal, state,
commdq
law (sec. 1440 et seq, b &p cod~).
Stalement filed with the Counly p(
Riverside on 1103/08.
,•
I hereby oertify Iha! this copy is a
rorrect copy of the original stale..
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This lictitlous business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Colllty Cieri<. A neN
Fictitious
Business
Nan\e
Statement must be filed before lhjll
time. The filing of this statem~fll
does not itself au1horize the use in
this state of a Fictitious BusinessName in violation of the riQhlS. of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 144117
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
·
Lall)' W, Ward, County Cieri<
FILE. NO. R-2008-00105
p.1110, 1/17, 1124, 113!

°'

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
INTEGRITY
'
6617 Banyan Pl.
•
Riverside, CA 92506
Nicholas David Newton
6617 Banyan Pl.
Riverside, CA 92506
Tyler James Mitchell
8088 Terraza Ct.
·
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is cooduc1ed by CoPar1ners.
Registran1 has not )'lt begun ID
transact business under the ficti.tlous name(s) listed above.
I declare thal all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A regisliant who declares as true,
infonmabon which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Tyler Mitchell ,
The filing of this stalement does
not of Itself authorize the use in !his
state of a fictitious business name
in ~olation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (se~ 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Stalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 12111107.
I hereby certify tha1 this copy is a
conect copy of the original statement on file i1 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was fied In the
Office of the Counly Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The ffling of this statement
does not ilse!f au1honze the use in
this state of a Faitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another mder federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Busiless and Professions

Codei

The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NEXT BUSINESS IDEA
2442 Iowa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 10329
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
John Brool(s
2442 Iowa Avenll<!
Riverside, CA 92507

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer
you to a mortgage banker that will get
· you a loan. Refinancing or
Consolidation. Home loans for everyone. Our job is to get you the best loan
possible. 1-800-500-7047

The following person(s) Is (er~)
doing busness as:
SAFE PASSAGE TRANS!t
SERVICE LLC
14600 Shady Valey Way
Mareno Valley, CA 92555

Larry W. Ward, Co111ty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-16648
p.1/10, 1117, 1124, 1/31

We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes in whatever your
legal needs might be.
Our goal is to get you the best service possible.

HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE

Name

Statement mus1 be filed before thal
time. The filing of this statement
dbes not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rlghls of
another under federal, state or
common law (5ee Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Fendez & Bolelo Corporation
7726 California Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced lo ~ansac1
busness under the fict~ous busi•
ness name(s) listed above on
11/02/07.
I declare that all the inf<mation In
this statemenl ~ true and cooect.
(A registl'ant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows
to be talse is guilly of a crime.)
sl. Marco A Fernandez, President
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious ,business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or COmmon
laW (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
$1alement filed w,th the County of
Riverside on 12121107.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE. This fle1itious business
name statemenl expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new

new

Tuan Charlie Nguyen
1720 W, Marcella Ln.
• Santa Ana, CA 92706

Stalement must be fii<ll before that
time. The filing of Ills statement
does no! itsalf au1horize the use in
this stale of a Fictrtious Business
Name in v.olatJon of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Profession$

Registrant has not yet begun lo'
transact bu~ness under the fidi,
tious name{s) isted above.
•
I declare that aH the information )n
this stalement is true and COO'ect
(A regis:rant who dedares as true,
infonmation wh"d l he or she knows
to be fase Is gulll)' of a crime.) "
s/. Charles J. Snilh, Jr.
The filing of lhis statement does
not of Itself a1Jlhorize the use iij tihs
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of anothfr
under federal, stale, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq, b &p ~ }
Stalemenl filed with the Counly of
Riven;lde on 1103/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cooect ·CCl>Y of the original stat&'
ment on file in my office.
''
NOTICE: This fictltious bu~nesi
name statement expires five ~
from the dale it was filed in tt'M!
Office of the Couniy Cieri<. A
Fictltious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before Iha!
time. The filing of lhis statemenl
does oot itself authorize the use nl
this stale of a Fictitious Busine~
Name in violation of the rights 01
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Profession\
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counly Cieri<
FILE ND. R-2008-0>085
,
p.1/10, 1/f7, 1124, f~1

951.680.1738

6681 Magnolia Avenue. Ste. B

Riverside, CA 92506
IMmiPC • ~ J f ~• ~ , t
Rttuw•IJi~ • UtMa•..lf'IM Cvrt

Brenda Fairley
2442 Iowa Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is cooduc1ed by Co.
Partners.
Reglslrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare Iha! all the information In
lhis statement is true and correct.
(A r~strant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be lalse is guilly of a crime.)
s/. John BrookS
The ftling of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in this
state of e fictitious business nan,e
Continued on Page 8-4
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ia'vk>lation of the rights of another
under federal, slate, or common
l~{sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with lhe County of
Riverside on 1/02108.
rTiereby certify that this copy Is a
c§rrect copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time, The filing of this stalement
does not i1seW authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
comnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
•
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
'FILE NO. R-2008-00036
p.1117, 1/24, 1131, 2fl

The foltowtng perron(s) Is (are)
doing business as":
GARCIA & SONS TRUCKING
68-160 Hallyard Dr.
Nol1h Shore, CA 92254
Riverside County
P.O. Box #1306
Thermal, CA 92274
Manuel Garcia
68-160 Halyard Dr.
Nol1h Shore, CA 92254
Sonia Patr'<:ia Garcia

I

Employmtttl Opportvrfflel

9431

68-160 Hallyard Dr.
Norlh Shore. CA 92254
This business Is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the lidltious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
this statement is true and cooect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonnatlon which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Manuel Garcia
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in tlis
stale of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
RiveJSide on 1/03108.
f hereby certify that this copy is a
co"eet copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was fled in the
Office of the County Clen<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed belate that
time. The filing of tlis statement
does not its.W authollze the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W, Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. 1-2008-00022
p.1117, 1124, 1131, 2fl

Employment Opportunlllu
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Employme•t Opportunities
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The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST FRIDAYS
2181 Prince Albert Drive
Rive1side, CA 92507
Riverside County
Ma,y Davis Welch
2181 PrinceAfberl Dr.
RiveJSide, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun .to
transad business under the fictibous narne(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information r,
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows
to be false Is glilty of a crime.)
s/. Ma,y D. Welch .
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 1/04/08.
f hereby oertify that this copy is a
co"ect copy of the original statement on file in my offioe.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filflg of this stalement
does not ltseW authorize the use fl
this state of a Flctl1lous Business
Name fl violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-000163 ·
p,1/17, 1124, 1/31, 2ll
The following person(s) ~ (are)
doing business as:
THE MARKET REAL ESTATE
APPRAISAL SERVICES
4414 Leonwd Court
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside County

Aaron Vincent Chaires ..
4474 Leona'd Court
Riverside, CA 92501

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE HOMETOWN AERIAL '
PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP
22911 Brompton Sl
Moreno Val ey, CA 92553
Riverside County
Jerry Andre Easley
22911 Brompton Sl
Moreno Valey, CA 92553

(909) 388-4918

I

This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact buS1ness under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare tha1 all the information in
this statement is true and CO/Teet.
(A registrant who dectares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be fa1se is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Harold Taylor Hutchison
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself aUthorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, o,: common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 1109108.
I hereby certify that this copy is e
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
1 NOTICE: Ttis lidltious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
, Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights ol
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-00320
p,1/17, 1/24, 1131, 217

This business is conducted by
Limited
Llabillty
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under tha fictitious name(s) listed above.
I decl..., that all the info""ation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.
Devin
Singleton,
Owner/Member
The fiing of this statelllQrlt does
nd of ltseWauthorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. Seq. b &p code)
Statement filed IMth the County of
Riverside on 1110/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
CO/Teet copy of the original statement oo me in my off"tce.
NOTICE: Thfs fictffious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be ffled before that
time The filing of this slatement
does not i1sef authorize the use in
Ills state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Secbon 14411,
Et Seq., Business and ProfessK>ns
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-003110
p.1117, 1124, 1131, 2fl

Interested applicants cari download applications at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San-Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
· www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

943

William Eal Pitts
40178 Colony Drive
Murrieta, CA 92562

Hen,y Si"!lelon Investments, LLC
11397 Lakeport Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505
CALIFORNIA

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sicku
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
·pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

E-.,loyment Opportunities

Harold Taylor Hutchison
23 Villa Ravenna
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

The follov.ing perwn(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DEVIN SINGLETON TRUCKING
11711 Collett Ave. #2025
Riverside, CA 92505
Riverside County

Additional positions include:
• Law Enforcement Trainee
• Dispatcher
• Community Servic~ Officer
• Records Technician

943 1'

The following perwn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BUSINESS FINANCIAL PLANNING
23 Villa Ravenna
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
Riverside County
31500 Grape Street, St.ite 3482
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

943 1

Employment Opportunities

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
·.position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary

~ployment Opportvnttln

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R,-2007-16659
p,1/17, 1/24, 1131, 217

Charles Lynn Jen~ns
35436 Stockton.-St.
Beaumont, CA 92223
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begUn to
transact business under the ficiitious name(s) Rsled above.
l declare that all the information in
this statemenl is true and CO/Teet.
(A regis~ant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows
to be false is gully of a crime.)
s/. Charles Jenkins
The filing of this statement does
not of ltse~-authorize the use fl this
state of a fictitious business name
in ~o-,tion of the rights of another
under lederal, stale, or common
law (sec. t440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
RiveJSide on 12111/08.
I hereby oertify that this copy is a
cooect copy of the original statement on fik! in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement exi,res five years
from the date tt was filed ~ the
Off,ce of the County Ck!r1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not nself authorize the use in

tious name(s) listed above.
. I dedare that all the informaion in
this statement is true and cooect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Jerry A. Easley
The filing of this s\atemept does
not of itself authorize the use in tlis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, o,: common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 1/10/08.
I hereby oertify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my offioe.
NOTICE: This ficlitious business
name statement exi,res five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clefk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name ,n VK>lation of the rights of
another under federal1 state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
La"Y W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-00359
p.1/17, 1124, 1/31, 2fl

tlis state of a Fictitious Business
Name In ~olation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professlons

The fololMng pe,son(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
OFF THE BOUNCE SOCCER
STAND UP EIGHT CLOTHING
35436 Stocl<ton Sl
Beaumont, CA 92223

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

I

Thursday, January 31, 2008
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This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti-

I
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This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the f,cti.
tlous name(s) listed above.
I declare thaf all the information In
this sta1ement Is true and correct.
(A reglslrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Aaron Chares
The fding of this statement does
not of i1self authorize the use in this
slate of a flt1111ous business name
in violation of the rights of another
tmer federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 1/10/08.
I hereby certify \hat this copy is a
correct copy of the origflal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitKlUS business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business ... Name
Statement must be filed betore that
time. The filing of this statement
ooes not itself authorize the use in
this stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-000432
p.1/17, 1124, 1131, 2fl

Employment Opportunltln
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The fololMng pe,son(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
DECOUD INK
15650 Silver Spur Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
nedra Simone DeCoud
15650 Silver Spur Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard George DeCoud, II
15650 Silverspur Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Husband & W~e.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(•) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guity of a crime.)
s/. iledra DeCoud
The filing of this statemenl does
not of ltsett authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 1/14/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
cooect copy of the original state·ment on fi)e in my office.
• NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement exi,res five years
from the date It was filed in the
Offioe of the Counly Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself autho!ize the use In
this stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
larryW. Wwd, County0er1<
FILE NO. R-2008-00541
p.1117, 1124, 1131, 217
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHf<NGE OF NAME
CASE HUMBER RIC 489354
To All Interested Persons:
Patitionec LaToya Shawnta
Woods filed a petition IMth this
court for a deo-ee changing names
as follows: LaToya Shawnta
Woods to Njokl Klsasa Woods,
The Court Orders that an perwns
interested In this matter appear
before this court at the hearing
indicated below to show oeuse, tt
any, why the petition for change of
name should not be granted. Any
person objecting 1o the name
changes described aboVe must fila
a written objection that ncfudes the
reasons for the objection at least
two oot.r1 days before the matter
objection is timely filed, the court
may grant the petition wt1hou1 a
hearing. Notice of Hearing: Dale:
2/25108 nme: B:30 Dept.: P7. The
address of the court is: Superior
Court of Cal~omt.,, County of
Rlvertlde, 40~ Main St., (P.O.
Box "31), Riverside, CA 92~2. 0431. A copy of this Order to Show
cause shall be published at least
once each week for four successive weeks prior to the date set for
hearing on the petition In the lolfowilg newspape< of general circulation, printed In this county: Bladt
Voice, 4290 Brockton Avenue,
Riverside, CA 92501.
Date: Jan. 09, 2008
Stephen D. Cummins, Judge of the
Superior Court
p,1/17, 1/24, 1131, 2fl
The follolMng perwn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STAIN MASTER CARPET f<ND
TILE CLEANING
TT320 Florida Ave.
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Rondell Janee Bneanda
77320 Florida Ave.
Palm Desert, CA 92211
This business Is conducted by
lnt!Mdual.

'-

Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious ~(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement Is true and CO/Teet.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information whk:h he or she knows
to be lalse is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Rondell J. Breanda
The fling of this statement does
not ofi1self authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious busness name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
RiveJSide on 12118/07.
I hereby oertify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file " my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busiless
name statemen1 expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Ollioe of the County Cter1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before tt,at
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
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this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
,common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. ~2007-04158
p. 1/17, 1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The following perwn(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
AS EYE SEE fT
CAMARD .
8388 Carmeia Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
E4ward James Butts, Jr.
8388 CMnela Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
lndiviruat.
Registrant has commenced to
transact business name(s) listed
above on 06/26/1996.
I dectare that all the info""ation in
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who dpdares as true,
information which he or she knows
'to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Edwand J. Butts, Jr., ONner
The fii ng of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed IMth the County of
Rivers.<le on 10116/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fila in my office.
NOTICE: This fictnious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was rued in the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltseW authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clen<
FILE NO. R-2007-14286
p.1118, 11/fS, 11122, 11/29, 1117,
1124, 1/31, 2fl
AMENDED
The following perwn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FLUA THERAPY
692 Chi<:kwana Rd. #1
Palm Spiings, CA 92262
Erica Annette Steele-Hall
692 Chi<:kwalla Rd. #1
Palm Springs, CA 92262
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the 1ictitlous business name(s) listed above on
05101107,
I dectare that all the information in
this statement is tnta and CO/Teet.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Erica A. Steele-Halt
The filing of this statement does
not of ltseW authorize the use in this
state of a lictitioos business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 8/01/07.
I herelby oeltify that this copy is a
cooect copy of the original statement on lite ~ my offioe.
NOTICE: Ttis fictffious business
name statement expii:es five years
front the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The f~ng of this statement
doe's not i1se~ authorize the use in
this ,state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
anoth&! under federal, state or
oornmon-law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wa{d, County Cler1<
FILE NO. ~2007--02587
p.819, 8/16, 8123, 8/30, 1117, 1124,
1/31, 2fl
AMENDED
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
O'REILLY
BROTHER'S
APPRAISAL GROUP
2415 Peppertree Lane
Riverside, CA 92506
David Michael O'Reilly
2415 Peppertree Lene
Riverside, CA 92506
Bryon Plill!) O'Reilly
1140 Central Avenue #7
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet oommenced
lo transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the info""ation in
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this statement Is true and correct.
(A registranl who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to' be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. David O'Reilly
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In ttis
state of a fictitious business name
in vio-,tion of the rlghts of another
under federal, stale, o,: common
law (sec. 1"40 el seq. b &p code)
Statemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 11/07/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
~ copy of the original statement on file in my office. '
NOTICE: This fictitious busiless
name statement expires five years
from the date n was fled " the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
BusinEtss
Name
Stafement must be filed before that
time. The filing of ttis statement
does not itsett authorize the use "
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state ·or
common law (See Section 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2007-15240
p.11115, 11122, 11129, 1~ . 1117,
1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The followng person(s) Is (are)
doi1g business as:
WE-REALTY
1655 E. 6th Street, Ste. Al
Corona, CA 92879
Emilia Nkechi Muoi<ebe
40931 Diana Lane ,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the ficti~ous business name(s) fisted above on
09/01/07,
I declare that all the infoonation n
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false ts glilty of a crime.)
s/. Emila Muokebe
The filing of this statement does
not of i1self authorize the use in this
state of a lidltious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the COUlty of
Riverside on 11/06/07.
I hereby cer1ify that this copy Is a
co"eet copy of the original statement on file in my ollioe.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed fl the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The lifi,g of this statement
does not ltseW authorize tha use fl
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-15179
p.11/15, 11122, 11129, 1V6, 1/17,
1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The following persor'\S) is (are)
doing business as:
WEALTH EDUCATORS MARKETING
1655 E. 6th Stree~ Ste. Al
Corona, CA 92879

Whenrica Joe McAfee
40931 Diana Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
Emilia Nkeohi Muol<ebe
40931 Diana Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
This business Is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the lictltious name(s) listed above.
I declare that aH the lnfoonatlon n
this statement is true and coned>
(A negistran1 who declares as true,
information wh\dl he o,: she knows
lo be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Emilia Muokebe
The ffling of this statement does
not of i1self authorize the use in1his
stale of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under tederal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed With the County of
Riverside on 11/06/07.
I hereby certify lhal tlis copy is a
cooect copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Ctefk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement mus1be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use fl
this state of a Fict111ous Business
Name in )liolation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Protesslons
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Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Oerk
FILE NO. R-2007-15180
p.11/15, 11122, 11129, 1~, 1117,
1124, 1/31, 2fl
AMENDED
The folowing pe,son(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FRANK'S SMOG STATION
5310 La Sierra Ave.
RiveJSide, CA 92505
9435 California Ave. #41
Riverside, CA 92503
Mohamed Harb Damra
9435 Calilomia Ave. #41
Riverside, CA 92503
Lois Jean Damra
9435 California Ave. #41
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband &Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficiitious name(s) isted above'.
I declare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guity of a crime.)
s/. Lois Damra, °""8r
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use fl this
state of a fictitious business name
in ~elation of the rights of enother
under federal, state, o,: oo(nmon
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed IMth the County of
Riverside on 10/31/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the ~ inal stalement•on fik! in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement ex~res five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that'
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltseW autrorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Larry W, Waro, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2007-14965
p.1118, 11115, 11122, 11/29, 1/17,
1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The 1ollowing pe,son(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SMOKE SHOP AND GIFTS
10311 Hole Ave, Unit F
Riverside, CA 92503
Fowad Khan Durrani
8763 Gentie Wind Dr.
Corona, CA 92B83

Asff Kahn Durrarn
8763 Gentie Wind Dr.
Corona, CA 92B83
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the lictitK>us businass name(s) listed above on
10/0-4/2007.
I declare that all the Information In
this statement is true and CO/Ted.
(A registrant who decla,,s as true,
infonnation which he o,: she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Fowad Durrani, Owner
The filing of this s1atemen1 does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/09107.
I hereby certify that this cq,y is a
correct copy of the oliginel slBtemen! on file ,n my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busness
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not llself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious B""""'ss
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Pmfessiom
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-13953
p.1118, 11115, 11122, 11129, 1117,
1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED ·
The follolMng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SORIA'$ TRUCKING CORP.
3607 Myers Sl
Riverside, CA 92503
Sofia's Trucking Gip.
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by

Corpo,:ation.
Registrant oommenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on

06/06/2003.
I declare that anthe flbmatlon in
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who dedares as true,
information whk:h he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Calixto Sona, President
The fling of this statement does
not of W autho!ize the use in this
state of a fictitious busiless name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 11/02/07.
I hereby certify tha1 this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement Oil file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement exi,res five years
from the dale It was filed In the
Offioe of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltseW authorize the use in
tlis state of a Ficftious Business
Name in ~olallon of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Ptofessions

Code)
Larry W. Ward, County Cl"'1<
FILE NO. R-2007-15084
p.1118, 11115, 11122, 11/29, 1117,
1124, 1/31, 2fl

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

Sheriff 911 Communjcatioos Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1 ,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

S16,000 Total

Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,000 Total

NOW HIRING
1-888-JOlN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG
,1

Correctional senior Food Service Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,000 Total
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only •
Paid Over Five Year Period.

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's
Department,"'visit our website at www.joinrsdj1rq

AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THUNDER ROCK CONSULTING
10811OevetandAve,
Riverside, CA 92503
Jason EdlMn Wiliams
10811 aevetandAve.
RiveJSide, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registr1r11 has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
'
I declare that all the flformation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who ~ res as true,
information which he or she knows
to be talse is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Jason Edwin Williams
The ffiing of this statement does
not of ltseW authorizs the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal1 slnte, or oommon
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed IMth the County of
Riverside on 1111411l7.
I hereby certify thll! this copy is a
CO/Ted copy of the original statement on file fl my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cter1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemen1must be filed before that
time. The Ning of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

.

Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-15506
p.1~ . 12/13, 12/20, 12127, 1117,
1/24, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The foltowtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ONE l EGACY INTERNATIONAL
16434 Vista Conejo Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
15928 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

Christine Marie Richie
16434 Vista Conejo Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
R~stant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the flfonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information whk:h he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Christine M. Richie
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of anothel
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 09112/07.
I hereby 'certify that this cdpy is a
correct copy ol the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This lictitious eusiness
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Off,ce of the County Cl"'1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be !led before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltseW authorize the use ~
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
oornmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busfless and Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2007-12730
p, 9120, 9127, 10/4, fQ/11, 1/1 7,
1124, 1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SPY CLEANING
13758 Mahogany Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Maria Angelica Gutierrez
13758 Mahogany Drive

Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Agustin Chavez (NMN)
13758 Mahogany Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 925~
This bu~ness is conducted by CoPartners.
·
Registrant commerced lo transact
business tllder the fditious business name(s) listed above on
04/2112007,
I declare that all the information in
this statement is trve and correct.
1A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/. Maria Gutie"ez
The fling of this statement does
not of nsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights ol another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed IMth the County of
Riverside on 08/24/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
· correct copy ol the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
nane statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the County Clerf<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itseW authoflle \he use in
this state of a Fictitious B~iness
Name in violation ol the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section f 4411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Lary W. Ward, Co\llty Clerf<
FILE NO. R-2007•1191 8
p.9120, 9127, fQ/4, 10/11. 1117,
1/24, 1/31, 2fl
AMENDED
The following perwn(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
$ALEEN MAINTENANCE SERVICES
24277 Fitz Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Humberto Alegria (NMN)
242TT Fitz Street
Moreno Valey, CA 92551
Cartos Alonso Alegria
24277 Fitz S~eet
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
ransad business under the fictitious nanie(s) listed above.
I declare that all the info""alion in
this statement is true and CO/Teet.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knowS
to be false Is guilty of a cr'me.)
s/. Humberto Alegria
The fiing of this statement does
not of nself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitlOlJs business name
in violation of the rights of another
under lederal, state, o, oornmon
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverskfe on 08/21/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
CO/Ted copy of the original statement on file In my office
NOTICE: This fictittous business
name statement expires five years
from UIe date It was filed in the
Qff,ce of the County Clerl<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltsell authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business aid Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FllE NO. R-2007-11766
p, Bl.JO, 9/6, 9/13, 9120, 1117, 1124,
1131, 2fl
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CALI BLUE TRANSPORTATION
12189 Cooopah Ct.
l.!oreno Valley, CA 92557
Eric Patricf< Slater
12189 Cooopah Ct
Moreno vaney, CA 92557
lsebel Angulo (NMN)
12189 Cocopah Ct.
l.!oreno Valley, CA 92557
Ttis business is conduded by Co-

Partners.
Registrant commenced lo transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on 6102.
I declare that all the lnfo""ation in
this statement is true and co"ect.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
ilformation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Eric Slater
The filing of this sta\emenl does
not of itself authorize the use In this
state of a fK:titious bus,ness name
fl violation of the rights of another
under federal, stato, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 11116/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cooect copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Offioe of the County Cle!k. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of tlis statement
does not itsell authorize the use in
this state of a FlctitiQ\JS Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professons

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cl"'1<
FILE NO. R-2007-1561B
p, 12113, 12/20, 12127, 113, 1/24,
1131, 2fl, 2114
The following peoon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CRYSTAL BRIGHT WINDOW
WASHING SERVICES
19452 Mt. Wasatch Dr.
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside County
Roderic Lamarr Smith, Jr.
19452 Mt. Wasatch Dr.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
ReglsCrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that an the lnfo""ation In
1his statement is true and correct

The Black Voice News
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows

to be false is guilty ol a crime.)
s/. Roderic Smith
The fifing of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Staternant filed with the County ol
Riverside on 01/14108.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
coned copy of the original stat.,.
ment on fde in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statemenl expires five year>
' from the date l was Ned in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The tiling of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
th~ state of a Fk:ti1klus Business
Name in violation of the rights ol
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~

~t7:c/fi1~~1er1<.

p, 1124, 1131, 2/T, 2114

The

folowing persoo(s) is (are)

~iWrs~~~6TOGRAPHY
2750 Alicia Place
Hemet, CA 92545
Riverside County
David Gary Lewis
2750 Alicia Place
Hemet CA 92545
This busriess is ccnducted by
Individual.
Registrant cornmenc«f to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
1211/07.
I declare that all the Information In
this statement is true and correcl

t~:'=
~;r:i.,as~
to be false is guity of a cmie.) •

s/. David Gary Lewis
The fiUng of lllis statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a ficti1klu5 business name
r, violation of the rights of another
uooer federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/15/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cared copy of the original state~~11fe:fi~•m = business
name statement eKpires five years
from the date It was fled In the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Buslnass
Name
Statement must be filed befo,'e that
tin>e. The filing ol this Slaternant
does not itseW authorize the use In
this s1Bte of a Fictitious Business
Name in vfotation of the rights of
another under federal, ,tate or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry w. warn, County Cieri<
·FIL( NO. R-2008-00600
p. 1124, 1131, 2/T, 1114

Toe

loilowing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
PREMIERE CAPITAL MORT•
GAGE
PREMIERE CAPITAL REALTY
PREMIERE CAPITAL INVEST·
MENTS
18771 Oal< Par!< Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
John Fltzgerald Lawrence
18771 Oak Par!< Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Kutrina DyneU Lawrence
18771 Oak Pali< Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Tlis business is conducted by

~~ ~

· not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious narne(s) i sled above.
I declare that al the iiformatlon In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
SI. John Fltzgerakl Lawrence,
KIJtrina DyneN Lawrence
The filing of this statement doas
not of itsaff autrorize the usa in this
state of a fictitious busineos name
In violation of the righlS of another
under federal, stale, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County ol
Rivers~• on 01/14/08.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy Is a
correct copy ol the original stat...
1
~~ICE: ~~~smktl":°; business
name statement expires five year>
from the date ~ was fifed in the
Office ol ho County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Businegg
Name
Staternant must be filed before that
lime. The filing of this sta!ernenl
does not itseH authorize the use in
this state of a Flctiticus Business
Name In violation of the rights ·o1
another under federal, slate Of
convnon law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-00482
p. 1124, 1/31, 2/T, 1114

The

fclklwing per,on(s) is (are)

~R~m.'Ri~IER MOTORS
247 W. La cadena
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverskle County
Malvnoud Ali Yasin
2114 Semplaty
Irvine, CA 92620
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business ooder the fictitious name(,) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A reglstra~t who declares as true,
riformallon which he or she knows
~-~=~~~-o l :,)
The fiWng of this statement doe$
• not of Itself aulhorize the use In this
state ol a fictitious business name
ri violation of the riglts ol aoother
under federal, state, or convnon
law (sec. 14.\0 el seq. b &p code)
Statemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/18/08.
lheJebycertifythalthisOOflflsa
correct copy ol the original statement on file r, my office.
NOTICE: This· 1ictitious business

:::'=~e=~::
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalemenl must be filed before thal
time. The filing of this statement
does not ifself authorize the usa·ln
this state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights ol
another under federal, state or

-...
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common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Comly Cl"'1<
FILE NO. R-2008-00759
p, 1124, 1/31, 2/T, 2114

The

folowllg peoon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
S P SALAS TRUCKING
3907 Broadmoor Sl
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
Samt.el Pedraza Salas
3907 Broadmoor St
Riverside, CA 92503
'111Is businass is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business uooer the ficti.
tious name(sl liSlad above.
I declare Iha{ al the lnfonmation r,
this statement is true and oorrect
(A registra~t who declares as true,
infonnation which he or ohe know$
to be false Is gully of a aime.)
s/. Samuel Pedraza Salas
The Ning of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in this
state of a ficttious business name
in violallon ol the rights of aoother
under federa( state, or corm-on
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
River>ide on 01/17/08.
1hereby certify that this copy Is a
coned copy of the original state-

m/c:,e,

~~11~:fil~~
business
name statement expires five year>
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before thal
time. Tha filing of Ins statement
does not itseH authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
•
Lany w. Ward, County Cler,,
FILE NO. R-2008--00670
p. 1124, 1/31, 2/T, 1114

The fclklwing person(s) is (are)
doirg business as:
SMART APPRAISAL
17680 Robusta Dr.
Riverside, CAg2503
Riverside Couity
Art Oiscipulo Garces
17680 Robusta Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503

Dense Imelda Garces
17680 Robusta Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
This busriess is cooducted by
Husband & Wife.
Regslrenl comrnenc«t lo lrensad
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on

5/2003.
I declare that au the infonmation in
this statament is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true.
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Art Oiscipulo GarteS
The liing of this statement doas
not of ltseH authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
In vilfation of the righ1S of another
under federal, state, or corrmon
law (sec. t440 el seq b &p code)
Sta1emen1 filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/15/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the o,vnaJ statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement e><plres five ye.,.
from the date tt was ftled In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fict~ious
Businegg
Name
Statement must be fled before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not lfseH auttlori:!e the use in
this state of a Flctitious Business
Name In violation ol the rights of
another under federal, stale or
corrmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and l'nlfassions
Code).
Larry w.Warll, County Ctef1<
FIL~ NO. R-2008-00576
p. 1124, 1131, 2/T, 211◄
The lollowiig person(s) Is (are)
~ElT~~"',;REIGHT SYSTEMS
12339 Evanwood Cl
River>lde, CA 92503
3410 La Sierra Ave. #F1g5
Riverside, CA 92503
Glennard Willams (NMN)
12339 Evanwood CL
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is cooducted by
Individual.
Rogstrant has not yet begun to
tra~ bu~ness under the fidi.
tious name(s) i sled above.
1dedare that all the Information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant Who declares as true,
infoonallon which he or she knows
to be false is gutty ol a crime.)
s/. Glennard Wiliams
The Ning of this statement does
not of i1seff authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
ri vilfalioo of the righ1S of another
under federal, stale, or comnon
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statamenl filed With the County ot
Riverside on 12128/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE; This fidillous business
name statement expires five years
from the dale It was fifed In the
Office of the County Ctert<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be lied before that
time. The filing of this statement
, does not ltseH authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

~;'t7 :ctfi1~~~m.fier1<

p. 1/24, 1131, 2/T, 21f◄

The following pe<soo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
YTJ AUTO TRANSPORT &
TOWING
4214
Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County

rnes(81e

Carlos Jul D. Mortorl Jr,
4214 Mescale Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
Tlis business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet ~ ID
transact business under the lidi·
tlous narne(s) i sled above.
I declare that all the lnfonmation in
this statemenl Is true and oorrect
(Aregistranl who declares as true,
infonmation which he or ohe knows
to be false Is gully of a aime.)

sl. CaMos Juan Oioso Morton Jr.
The filing of this statemenl does
not of itseW authorize the use in this
state of a ficlilious business name
In vioaHon of the righls ol another
uooer federal. state, or common
law (sec. 14.\0 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County ol
Riverside on 01/1Ml8.
I hereby certify that thi, copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file r, my office.
NOTICE: This fictilious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Oflice of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time: The f\ling of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use in
tns stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the .rights of
anothef under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14.\11,
Et Seq., Business ""1 Professions
Code~

~ft7 N6.i~=if1er1<

p. 1/24, 1/3f, 2/T, 2114

The fo!ow,ng person(s) is (n)
t l ~ ~ J f 'seRVICES
31923 Cedamil Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
River>ide County
Thor Palma Causing
31923 Cedarllill Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532

This business Is ccrl\fucted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fiditious narne(s) listed above.
I declare Iha! al the information in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infoonation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crwne.)
s/. Thor P. Causing
,
The !ting of this statemerit does
not olitself authorize the use In this
state of a licti1ious business name
In violallon of the rights of aoother
under federal, stale, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01f22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy i, a
correct copy of the original statement on ije in my oflice.
NOTICE: This fiditfous business
name statement eKpires five years
from the dete tt was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
lime The fiing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this s1Bte of a Fictitious Business
Name In vilfation of the rights of
aoother under federal, state or
conm:in law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

~fi7 ~-1:.~~ri1er1<

p. 1/3f, 2/T, 2114, 2121

The following person(s) is {are)
doing business es
IIONAFEDE PUBLIC AFFAIRS
BONAFEDE COMMUNICATIONS
43895 Calle Las Brisas W.
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Riverside Comly
Bonafede LLC
43895 Calle Las Brisas W.
Palm Desert, CA 92211
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liabii ty
Company/Partnership.
Regislrent has not yet begun to
transact business under the fiditious name(s) listed above.
I declare that aH the information in
this statement is true and carect.
(A regis1ren1 who declares 8' true,
Information Milch he or she k/\oWS
to be false is gully of a orime.)
A. Bonafede, Managing

'/Jllti:

The filing of this statement does
not of itsol1 authorize the use In this

stale of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under lederal, slala, or common
law (sec. 1.U0 et. seq. b &p code)
•Statement filed with the County of
~ on 01f22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
conect OOf1f of the ortglnal state-

'%;'::

~ l ~:fi·I~,
bu~
name sta1ement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office ol the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
lime. The fi!rlo ol this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state ol a Fidltious Business
Name In violation of the riglts ol
another under federel, state or
common iaw {See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2008--00211
p, 1/31, 2/T, 2/14, 2121

The ffiiwing

person(s) Is {are)

doing business as:
BUDDY'S MOBILE TRUCK &
TRAILER REPAIRS
7538 Magnolia Ave. #2
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside Comly
Gregory Netson Hatdrick, Jr.
7538 Magnolia Ave. #2
Riverside, CA 92504

This busness Is conducled by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information in
this slatement is true and correct.
(A registraol who dec:lareo a, true,
n1orma11on wl1lch he or she knows
to be false is gully of a crime.)
s/. Gregory Hartlricl<, .k.
The filing of this statemenl does
not of ilseff authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious busineSS name
In violation of the rig,ts of anotl'er
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/28/08.
I hereby certify that this
is a
correct copy of the Orig1~tatement on file ri my office.
NOTICE: This liditious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed ri the
Office of 1he County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fi"'1 before that
time. The fifing of this statement
doe$ not itsol1 authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights "of
aoother under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
Fllt NO. R-2008--01079
p. 1131, 2/T, 2114, 2121

lha foli~ng person(s) Is (are)

doing business as;
CEDAR CANYON TREE CARE
33595 Abbey Rd.
Temecula, CA 92592
River>ide County

Don Edward Nocfc

33595Nbey Rd.
Temecula, CA 92592
Leshea Sue Nock
33595Aft>tyRd.
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun ID
transact business under the fldftious narne(s) isled above.
I dectare that all the rifonmatlon in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infoonation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime)
s/. Don R Nock
The filing of this statement doas
not of itself authorize the uge In this
state of a ficlitious business name
In violation ol the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Sta!ement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/02/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state-

~~\~:1~,

m/C:,0~ business
name statement expires five year>
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Ctelt. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fi..i before that
time. The fifing of this statement
does not ilseff authorize the use in
this s1Bte ol a Ftetitious Business
Name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (Sae Section 1'411,
Et Seq., Business ""1 Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Couity Clerk
FILE NO. R·2008-00004
p. 1131, 217, 2114, 212f

The folaNing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DO'/ DORATl'S INSURANCE
SERVICES
3538 Central Ave., Suite 2B
Riverside CA 92506
Riverside'County
Dov Dorati {NMN)

~::.~~~1

Brenda Acosta {NMN)
11118 Mountain Cresl Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducled by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has oot yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious n,rne(s) Hsted above.
I declare that al the Information ·In
this statement Is true and correct.
A registrant who declareo as true,
nfonmation wt,lch he or she k/\oWS
to be false is guilty ol a cnme.)
s1. 0ov Doran, Branda A<:osta
The filing of this statement does
not of itseH authorize the use In this
state of a flctitfous business name
in violation of the righls of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Stetement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/25/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
conect copy ol the original state. men! on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busineso
name statemenl expires five year1
from the date l was filed In the
Office ol the County Cter1<. A new
Ficbtious
Business
NamJ
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statemenl
does not itsett authorize the use In
this stale ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rfghls ol
another under federal, state or
corrmon !aw {Sae Section 1'4411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

!

~?~W:.~lerl<
p. 1131, 217, 2114, 2121

The

fcllowing peiion(s) Is (are)

~ business ag:

EAST PARK
28186 Ajilwood Cl
Menttee, CA 92584
Riverside County

Gia Marie Vacel<-TISCareno
28186 Ajilwood Cl
Menttee. CA 92584
:~t'"ss Is conducted by
Registrant has not yel begun ID
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(•) ,sted above.
I declare that al the Information In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnformalion which he or she knows
to be false is gutty of a ailne.)
SI. Gia Marie Vacek - Tiscareno
The filing of this statement does
not of itseH authorize the use In this
state ol a fictitirus business name
in violation ol the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/17/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the Original statemenl on file In my oflice.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name stalement expires five ye""
from the date I was fled In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhal
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsol1 authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation ol the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (Sae Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Profession$
Code).
•
Lany W. Ward, County Cterk
FILE NO. R-2008-00663
p. 1/31, 217, 2114, 2121

The loitiwing per,on(s) Is (are)

doing business as:
GALMAY CONSULTING INVEST•
MENTS PLUS
28472 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-o120
P.o. Box 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0203
Riverside County
Liza Maya DiGalizia
28472Alessandro Blvd.
MO!l!OO Valley, CA92555-li120

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant conwrenced 1o transact
business under the lict!tious business name(s) listed above on
2001.
I declare that all the infoonation In
this statement is true and conect.
{A registrant Who declares as true,
lnfonmation which he or she knows
to be false is 9.uUty of a aime.)
s/. LlzaMayal)jgalizia
The fling of this statement does
nol of ltseH authorile the use In this

s1aIe of a fic1itfous business name
In violation of the rights of another
IXlder federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed witfl the County of
Riverside 00 01/22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
corred w;,y ol the original stat&ment on lile r, my office.
NOTICE: Thi• fictilious business
name statement expires fiva years
from the date It was filed In the
Office ol the Comly Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before thal
time. The fling of this statement
does not itself authorize the use ri
this s1a1e of a Fid111ous Business
Name r, violation of the rights ol
anolher under federal, slate or
common law (See SadiM 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Profeoslons
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Clelic \
FILE NO. R-200WJ853
p. 1/31, 217, 2114, 2121

The following pe<soo(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
INTEGRITY MAINlENANCE
7899 Mission Grove Pkwy, Sulta A
Rivar>kfe, CA 92508
Riverside County
The Sparl<s Team Really, Inc.
7899 Mission Grove Pkwy, Suite A
Riverside, CA j2508
CALIFORNIA
This business Is condta:ted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the riformalioo In
this statement Is true and cared.
(A registrant who declares as true,
/,,foonation which he or she knows
to be false is gully of a aime.)
SI.
Michele
K.
Sparl<s,
PmsidenVCEO
The filing of this statement doas
oot of itsol1 authorize the usa in this
state of a ficttious business name
ill violation of the rights ol another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/15/08.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a
correct copy of the original state-

mlc:~

~rf~:fi11:
business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Counly Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Nama
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fiing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious Busine"
Name In violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 1'411,
El Seq., Business ""1 Professions
Code).

}t?:a.V::.~~tf1e11c
p, 1/31, 2/7,
2121
211◄,

The lobing perion(,) Is (are)
doing business as:
JR TRUCKING

~~~
Rivar>ide County

Jaime Nelson Rodriguez
5781 Norman Way
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
lransact business under the ficti.
tious nmne(s) listed above.
I declare thal al the Information in
this statement Is true and oonrecl
(A registrant who de<:fafel as true.
fnformation which he or she knows
to be false is gully of a crime.)
s/. Jaime Rodiguez
The filing of this stetement does
not of ltseff authorize the use in this
stale of a fictitious business name
in violation of the 11!1hts of another
under - . i, stale, or common
law (sec. 14.\0 et
&p code)

:.,_ti
=.:.~~-

County ol
I hereby certify that this
Is a
correct CCf1f of the orfgl:rstate-

'%0::

:'m\c"'e:fi~
business
name statement expires five year>
from the data It - filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
FIClitious
Busl11eu
Name
Statement mus! be tied before that
lime. The Nino ol this statement
does not itseH authorize the use In
this state ol a FICtitlous Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-00267
p. 1/31, 217, 2114, 212f

The bilowlng person(s) Is {are)
doing business as:
UL STARZZ CHILD CARE
28501 Avenlda Djosa
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside Comly
Stella E. Serna
28501 Avenida Diosa
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regstrant has not yet begun to
lransact business under the ficti.
lious name(s) fisted above.
I declare that authe information in
this statemen1 Is true and correct.

t~::=,~':i.,"~

lo be false is gully ol a crime.)
s/. Stella Serna
The filing ol this statemen1 does
not ol ilseff authorize the use in 1his
slate ol a fictitious business name
i1 violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or convnon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/07/08.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a
correct copy of the original state-

~lre:~:sm~; business
name statement eKl)lres five years
from the dale nwas filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fi"'1 before that
time. The filing ol this statemenl
does not lts.W authorize the use in
this state of a Fiditlous Business
Name in violation of the rights of
ano1her under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 1~11.
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

~fl? t%.1 ~Clerk

p. 1/31, 217, 2114, 2121

· The

loilowlng per,on(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
MAXINE GILLIAM
Knights Bridge
Mira loma, CA 92880
12523 Limonlte Ave. Un11 #440-1
Mira Loma, CA 92880

6811

Rlverskle County
Maxine Gttiam
14163 Sand Cl
Corona, CA 92880
This business is ccnduded by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun ID
transact busiless uooer the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare Iha! all the lnlormation In
this statement Is true and correct.
f~===~::shea~
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. MaJclne Gillam
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the usa ri this
state of a fictitious busness name
in violation of the righ1S of another
under federal, slate, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside oo 01/23/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statemenl on file in my office.
.
NOTICE: This flclitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Comly Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fling of this statement
does nol ilseW authorize the use r,
this state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 1« 11,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008--00919
p, 1/31, 2/7, 2114, 2121

The following peoon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MOMMA SAlLYE'S HOUSE
1132 W. Blaine Sl #202
Rr;arslde, CA 92507
Riverside County
Sallye Sharoo Strother
1132 W. Blaine SI. #202
River>ide, CA 92507
This business is conduded by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun ID
•transad business uooer the ficti.
tlous name(s) listed aboVe.
I declare that all the nlormalioo in
this statement is true and carect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Sattye S. Strother
The fifing of this statement does
nol of itself authorize the use In this
stato of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights ol another
under lederal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed ..;th the County of
Riverside on 01/25/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on flle In my office.
NOTICE: This ficlilious business
name statament expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemerit must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ilseHauthorize the use in
this state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 1'4411,
Et Seq., Business ""1 Professions
Code).

~ft7t/~~=t°ert<
p. 1/31, 2/7, 2114, 2121
The loiiowing peoon(s) is (are)

' =:. ~11K.~r1<.~=
from the date It was fi"'1 n the

the
Statement must be fifed before that
time. The fli ng of this statement
does not ltsef autl'oriza the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the righlS ol
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14.\11,
Et Seq., Business and P10fessions
Code).

~L1 :a~~?""'
p, 1/31, 217, 2/14, 2/21

=~C
The

/oltov,;ng person(s) is (are)

RIVERSIDE
11401 Heacocl< ~t., Suite 3408
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County

Samuel Angel Montes
88958urli~Cir.
River>ide, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
lndivilual. • ,
Registrant has not yet begun .lb
transact business under the fidi.
1ious narne(s) listed aboYe.
I declare thal el the infonnation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Samuel Angel Montes
The fili'lg ol this statement does
not of itseH authorize the usa in this
state of a ficti1ious business name.
in violallon of the righls of another
ll>der federal, S'.ate, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement fifed with the County of
Riverside on 01/23/08.
'
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my offk>I.
,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeats
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fling of this statement
does not itself authorize the use r,
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
anolheJ under federal, state or
common law (See Section 1.u11 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wartl, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008--00931
p, 1131, 2/T, 2/14, 2121

The

lcilowing i,eriai(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
TRACE RESOURCES
7721 Mission Blvd. #8
Riverside, CA 92509
P.O. Box836
Mio, Ltrna, CA91752
Riverside County

Diane May Mcl.indon
7721 tllssion Blvd. #8
Rivar>lde, CA 92509
Th
ndiivids
. buuas!,.ness is ccnducted by
I
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficli.
tlous name(s) listed above.
I declare lhllt aO the rilormatlon In
this statemenl Is true and correct.
(A registrant Who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
10 be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Diane May Mclindon
The fifing of this statement does

:~,~=~=~!!

In violation of the rights ol another
under federal , state, or common
law (sec. 1.U0 et. seq. b &p code)

~:C!~~/08the County of
I hereby certify that this w;,y ls a
correct CCf1f of the original stat.,.
ment on file In my office. ·
• NOTICE: This fidilious business
name statement expires five year>
Ardena Kennedy (NMN)
from the date It was llfed In the
9352 Magnolia Ave.
Office of the County Clelic. A new
• Rr;erside, CA 92503
FIClitious
Business
Name
Statement must be !led before Iha!
This business Is conducted bytime. The filing of this statement
Individual
does not Itself authorize the use In
Registrani commenced to transact •. this state of a Fictitious Busr,ass
business under the fictJtious busl- . Name In violation of the righlS of
nass name(s) I,s1ed above on ' ~nother under federal, state or
1994.
'cpmmon law (See Section 14.\11,
I dedlre that al fie information In
Et Seq., Business ...i Professions
this ste!ernent is true and correct.
Code).
{A registrant who declares as true,
Larry W. Ward, County C\er1(
information whld1 he or she knows
FftE NO. R-2008-00976
-to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
p. 1/31, 2/T, 2114, 2121
s/. ArdeN Kennedy
The fiHng ol this statament doas
The folowmg person(s) is (are)
not ofits.W authorize the use In this
doing business as:
state of a fictitious business name
VENTCARE INC.
in violation of the rights of another
11401 Heacock SL, Suite 340A
under federa( state, or common
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Riverside County
Statement filed with Iha County of
Rr,erslde.on 01/14/0a
Ventcare, Inc.
I hereby certify Iha! this copy Is a
11401 heacocl< SL, Suite 340A
correct copy of the original stat.,.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed In the
Office of the County Cter1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
dme. The filing of this statement
does not itseH authorize the use r,
this state of a FICbtious Business
Name In violation ol the rights of
another under federaf, stale or
common laW {See Section 14411.
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Codlei

~t7~ -~ ~ , r r l <

p. 1/31, 2/T, 2114, 2121

The lcikiwing per,on(s) Is (a<e)
doing business as·

PURl>LE TIGER LTD
M.Y. "SKIPPER" ENTERPRISES
ULTIMATE IN ELEGANCE
"BLACK ORCHID"
2475 Prince Albert Drive
Riverside, CA 92507-5736
Riverside County

~1'rJ:"'6~r.'
Riverside, CA 92507-5738
This business is conducted by
lndMrual.
Registrant commenced ID transact
business under the fidillous business name(s) listed above on
10/81..
I declare thet all the information In
this staiement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guily of a aime.)
s/. Marilyn Y. Skipper
The filng of this statement doe$
not of itseH authortze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation ol the rights of another
under federal, state. or common
law (sec. 14.\0 et. seq. b &p code)
Statemen1 filed with the Comty of
Riverside on 01/24/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy o1 the origrial slat.,.
men! on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tijs fic1itfous business
name statement axpires five year>

~l?:a.W
t~~
p. 1/31, 2/7, 2114, 2/21

";LEEP LAB OF

i~~st;/~W5f.~~PERTY MAN•
AGEMENT
9352 Magnolia Ave.
Rr;er>lde, CA 92503
Riverside County

~~\~:~~ml.:! businegg

/ This business is conducted by:
Individual
The fictitious businass name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 2/l4/06.
I declare that all the lnfonnation In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
s/...Larrietta Jackson
This statement was fifed with the
County Cieri< of River>ide County
on 1/02/08.
.

This buslnegg is conducted by
Corporation.
'
Registrant commenced ID transact
business under the flctltous business name(s) listed above on
4/2002.
I declare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfoonation wl1lch he or ohe knows
lo be false Is 9uity ol a crime.)
sl. Samuel Angel Montes. V-ice
President
The fling ol this Statemenl does
not of itself authorize the usa in this
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or commor
iaW (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement fled with the County of
River>ide on 01/23/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
cared copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE; This fictitious business
name sta1ement eKpires five years
from the date n was filed In the
Office ol the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement mus! be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
d6es not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fiditlous Busiress
Name In violation of the rig,ts ol
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Warn, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-00930
p, 1131, 217, 2114, 2121

STATEMENT OF ABANDON•
MENT OF USE OF FICTIT10US
BUSINESS NAME
The fol1owing fic1itfous business
nama{s) has been abandoned by
the following person(s).
YOU GO GIRL CERTIAED
NOTARY SIGHGfNG AGENT I
14901 Norfol< Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-7064
River>ide County
larrietta Jackson (NMN)
14901 Norfol< Cilde
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-7064

AMENDED
The follov,ing person(s) is (are)
doing business ag:
VALLE'S PERFUMES & GIFTS
3720 Rubidou, Blvd., Suite C
Riverside, CA 92509
3423 Rubidoux Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Arturo Valle Benitez
3423 RUbldouKfflvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not ye1 begun 1o
transact business under the fictilious name(s) fisted above.
I declare that all the information In
lf\ls statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
lnfonmation which he or she knows
lo be false Is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Arttro Valle Beritez
The fifing of this statement does
nol ol ltseff au111orize the use in tt;s
stale of a fictitious business name
In violation of the righ1S of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 eL seq. b &p code)
Statement filed With the County of
Riverside on 12121/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
corract copy of the origrial state-

~~CE:1~

m = business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri< A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fifed before that
lime. The ffiing of this statement
does not ltseW autrorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

~&t%~~~%?er1<

p. f2127, 113, 1/10, 1117, 1/31, 2/T,

2114, 2121

AMENDED
The foltowing person(s) is (are)
donQ business as:
ONEWATCHFULL m SECURITY
32216 Yosemite Sl
Winchester, CA 92596
P.O. Box 1020
Winchester, CA 92596
Tina Louise Carr
35901 Rhone Ln.
Winchester, CA 92596
Sharyn Kay Grajeda
32216 Yosemite Sl
Winchester, CA 92596
Jerry Marlon Bentrum
30920 Charlene Way
Hemet CA 92544
Melissa Sunshi1e Moore
2444 Tulip Cl
Hemet, CA 92545
This business is conducted by
General Partner>hlp.
Registraol •has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the lnlormation In
this statement Is 1Ne and COtTad.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty ol a aime.)
s/. rria Louse Carr
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in >iolallon of Iha righlS of another
under federal, state, or commor
i. (sec.1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverskle on 1)/26/07.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy ol the original ,tat...
~1,re:flle~~ m = business
name ,tatement expires five year>
from the dale It was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Flc1itious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ltseH authorize the use in
this stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Codei

~t7~1~~JgCler1<

p. 12/20, 12/27, 113, 1/10, 1131,
217, 2114, 2121

AMENDED

STATEMENT OF 'MTHDRAWAl
FROM PARTNERSHIP OPERAT·
ING UNDER FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The following person has Withdrawn as a general partr,er from
the partnership operaUng under the
fictitious business name ot
COMPETITlON EQUINE TRANS-

PORT

•

42367 Thornton Ave.
Heme( CA 92544
Deborah Lynn Schuerman
42367 Thornton Ave.
Herne( CA 92544
This business is conducted by Co-

Partners.

The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 9114/05.
I declare that the information In this
statement Is true and correct. (A
registrant who dedares as true,
;,fonmation which he or ohe knows
to be false is guilty ol a cnme.)
s/.... Deborah L. Schuerman.
Tlis statement was filed With the
County Cieri: of Riverside County
on 10/15/07.
Larry w. Viard, County C!er1c
FILE NO. R-2005-11786
p. 10/25, 11/1, 1118, 11/15, 1/31,
2/T, 1114, 2121

NOTicE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE Of: KAYE
AYRES HICKEY At<A KAY MAR·
GARETAYRES
CASE NUMBER RIP 092735
To a! heir>, beneficiaries, aeditors,
oonlingent creditors, end persons
who may 011>erwise be lnteresled
in the will or estate, or both, of:
Kiyo Ayres Hlckoy aka Kay
Margart! A,Jra
A pelition for probate has been

Jled by: Llfla Mansfield
In the Superior Court of CalW
omla,
County of Riverside
The Petition for Probate requests
that Leesa Mansfield be appointed as personal representative to
administer the estate ol the d8C"'
dent. The OOon requests the
decedent's
""1 codicils, Wany,
be admitted to probate. The will
and any codicils are available t>r
examination in the file kept by the
court
•
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. {This authority will
allow the per>Onal representative
to take many actions without
obtaini>g court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative will be required to give
notice lo interested persons unless
they have waived notice or consented ID the proposed action.)
The Independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
inlerested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should 001
~nt thea~
held~,,oncoursr~~nfo:!'.
2114/2008, Time: 8:30 a.m.. Dept'
, Superior Court of Cafttomia,
County
of
River>ide
. Probate Division
-I1-you-objeci~-to-the grehting of the
petition. you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections
or fila written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be in pe,son or
by your attorney. If you are a creditor or a oontingenl crednor of the
deceden~ you must file your claim
with the court and mail a CCf1f to
the personal rep,e,entative
appointed by the court Within kxl'
month$ from the date ol the first
Issuance of letters as provided In
Probate Code section 9100. The
time for filing daims wi1 not expire
before four nmtho from the hear·
Ing dete noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the court
If you are a per>on Interested In the
estale, you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the lilng of an Inventory and appraisal of estate assets or
ol any petition or account 8' provided in Probate Corle section
1250. AReqt.,,st for Spectal form is
available from the court clerl<.
Attorney for petftfoner. Michael C.
Conti, 901 S. State Street, Sutte
100, Hemet, California 92543,
(951) 652-1400.
p. 1/31, 2/T, 2/1◄, 2/21

J:

NOTICE Of PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
JOYCE ANDREA KING
CASE NUMBER RIP 093050
To all heirs, benelidarias, creditors.
contingent creditors, and persons
who may otheM1se be Interested
In the Will or ,state, or both, of:
Joyce Andrea King
A petition for probale has been
fifed by: Jordon D. King
In the Superior Court ol Celifornia,
County o/ Riverside
The Petition for Probate requests
that Jordan D. King be appointed
-es personal rep,esentative lo
adlllUlister the estate of the d8C"'
dent. The petition requests authorily to administer the estate under
the Independent Administration of
Estates Act {This authority will
allow the personal representatrve
to take many actions without
ootaining eou11 approval. Before
taking certain very Important
actions, however, the personal representative WiUbe·required to give
notice lo interested persons unless
they have watved notice or consented lo the proposed action.)
The independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
interested person files an objection
to the petrtion and shoWs good
cause why the court should not
~1theau1:t
held~~oncour:':'"fol~
2121/2008, Time: 9:00 a.m., Dept
10, Superior Court of Ceilomia,
County of Riverside 4175 Main
Street, Riverside, CA 92501,

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FAMILY CAREGIVER
SUPPORT PROGRAM
RFP HS 08-04
The County of San
Bernardino
Human
Services (HS) invites
proposers to provide
Family
Caregiver
Support
Program
Services. The proposed services must
be consistent with the
requirements
described in RFP HS

08-04.
A copy of the RFP may
be downloaded from
the
fo llowing
San
Bernardino
County
Internet site:
www.sbcounty.gov/rfp/
rfplist.htm
Although the Internet is
the preferred media for
distributing the RFP,
copies can also be
obtained at the HS
Contract Unit located
at 150 S Lena Road,
San Bernardino, CA

92415.
Applicants are encouraged to attend the proposer
conference
being held in San
Bernardino
at
the
Department of Aging
and Adult Services
located at 686 E. M ill
Street.,
San
Bernardino, CA 92415
on
Wednesday,
February 13, 2008 at

10:00a.m.
For information, please
contact
Christy
Hamilton at (909) 386-

8145.
1/31/08
CNS-1268417#

Probate Division
Wyou object to the go,nting of the
petition, you should appear at the

hearing and state your objections
or file v.mten objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be In person or
by your attorney. If you are a cred- ·
ltor or a contingent creditor of the
deoedefi, you must file your clalm
with the court and mall a copy to
the personal represenlative
appointed by the court Within kluf
montho from the date of the firs!
isouance of letters as provided In
Probate Code section 9100. The
time for filing defms will not expire
before four months from the tiearing date noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the C0\11.
tt you are a person Interested in the
estate, you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the fiing of an invenlory and appraisal of estate assets or
of any petition or account as provided in Probate Coda section
1250. ARequest for Special fonn Is
available from the court clerl<.
Attorney for petrtioner: Jordarl D.
King, 2505 Carlton Place,
Rlvetside, CA 92507 (323f 769•
9428
p. 1/31, 2/T, 211◄, 2121

REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS
INDEPENDENT
LIVING PROGRAM
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES
RFP HS 07-10
The County •of San
Bernardino
Department
of
Children's
Services
has issued, a nd invites
responses
to ,
a
Request for Proposals
(RFP)
to
provide
Transportation
Services for foster
youth
in
the
Independent
Living
Program (ILP). The
Proposal
submitted
must be consistent
with the requirements
as described in RFP
HS 07-~0.
A copy of the RFP may
be downloaded fr.om
the
following
San
Bernardino
County
Internet s it e:
http:/ /www.co . sa nbe rnardino. ca .us/rfp/rf
plist.htm
Although the Internet is
the preferred media for
d istributing the RFP,
copies can also be
obtained at the Human
Services Contract Unit
located at 150 S. Lena
Road, San Bernardino,
CA 92415.
A non- mandatory proposal conference will
be held on February
13, 2008 at 10:00 a.m .
at the Department of
Children's Services,
Special
Services
D ivision,
412
W.
Hospitality Lane, 2nd
Floor, San Bernardif1o,
CA. Deadline for proposals is Wednesday,
March 12, 2008 at 4:00
p .m ., no exceptions.
For further information.
please contact Jeri
Quick at (909) 386-

0255.

p. 1/31/08
CNS-1265350#
REQUEST FOR PRO·
POSALS
ALZHEIMER'S DAY
CARE RESOURCE
CENTERS
RFP HS 08-03
The County of San
Bernardino
Human
Services (HS) invites
proposers to provide.
Alzheimer's Day Care
Resource
Centers.
The proposed services
must be consistent
with the requirements
described in RFP HS

08-03.
A copy of the RFP may
be downloaded from
the
following
San
Bernardino
County
Internet site: ·
www.sbcounty.gov/rfp/
rfpl ist.hlm
Although the Internet is
t he preferred media for
distributing the RFP,
copies can also be
obtained at the HS
Contract Unit located
at ·150 S Lena Road,
San Bernardino, CA

92415.
For information, please
contact
Christy
Hamilton at (909) 386-

8145.
1131/08
CNS-1268383#

Advertise
GET NOTICED by advertising your
job anriouncements and·1egal notices
in our re-designed c_
lassified section
Contact Our Advertising Department
951

682.6070

•

Building Better Communities
The Black Voice News

"Propositions 94, 95,
96 & 97 are a good deal
for California, providing
a vital stream of new
revenue to support
those critical services
t~e community
depends on."
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"The African American
community supports
Propositions 94-97.
Tribal self-reliance
· and sovereignty are
important civil rights
that we support
whole-heartedly."

- Willie L. Brown, Jr.,

-

FORMER SPEAKER,
CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY

Thursday, January 31, 2008 ·

"These ballot measures
will provide our·state ·
with much-needed new . ·
revenues to help our
state's budget crisis,
.and they will help
create jobs and
economic growth."

"Voting no on
Propositions 94-97
would undo the agreements and make our
sta(e's budget problems
even worse. Voting.YES
wil1 protect the revenues they provide."

Alice A. Huffman,

-Aubry Stone,

- Rev. Amos Brown,

PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA
NAACP

CEO, CALIFORNIA BLACK
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

PASTOR, THIRD BAPTIST
CHURCH OF SAN FRANCISCO

_Vote YES On The Indian Ga~ing Agreements

.....

Propositions 94, 95, 96 & 97 Are. Good
" ..,,, ... =,, For:·: The African Americail Community
Voting YES gives our state billions in new
revenues without raising taxes.
Under new Indian Gaming.Revenue Agreements negotiated by·

African American Organizations & Leaders
Who Support Propositions 94, 95, 96 & 97
STATEWIDE ORGANIZATIONS
• The California NAACP
• The Black American Political
Association of California
• Black Women Organized for
Political Action
• California Black Chamber

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
• Berkeley NAACP
• Carson Torrance NAACP
• Orange County Black
Chamber of Commerce
• Hayward NAACP
• Inglewood NAACP
• Lake County NAACP
• Lake Elsinore NAACP
• Madera NAACP
• N. San Diego County
NAACP
• National Association of Real
Estate Brokers
• Oakland NAACP
• Orange County NAACP
• Richmond NAACP
• Sacramento NAACP
• San Diego NAACP
• San Fernando Valley NAACP
• San Gabriel Valley NAACP
• Tri City NAACP
• Vallejo NAACP
FAITH-BASED SUPPORTERS
• The Faith Based Coalition
• Rev. Gerald Johnson
• Rev. Amos Brown
• Bishop Jordan Bradley
• Rev. K. Keith Davis

FAITH-BASED SUPPORTERS (cont.I
• Minister Stephen Knudet
• Bishop Carolyn Tyler Guidry
• Rev. Mark Whitlock
• Rev. Kelvin Calloway
• Bishop Ted Frazier
FRIENDS & SUPPORTERS
• Dr. Thaddous Archie
• Dezie Woods Jones
• Rodney Moore
• Aubry Stone
• Olivia Verrett
• Allen Jackson, Ill
• Donald Craig
• Thurman White
• Chris Jackson
• Betty Williams
• Daniel Coleman
• Ray Carlisle
• Daniel Coleman
• Freddye Davis
e Cynthia Phillips
• George Holland
• Inola Henry
• Aqeela El-Amin Bakheit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freddye Davis
Robert Bivens
Ken Nelson
Lamont Allen
Cynthia Phillips
Ronnie Jones
Mitchell Williams
Ken Johnson
Brando Jessie
Richard Dixon
Terry Miller

Governor Schwarzenegger and approved by bi-partisan majorities
. of the state legislature, four Southern California tribes .will pay a
much higher percentage of their gaming revenues to the state. At a
time when California faces a budget crisis,. these agreements will
provide our state hundreds of millions of dollars in vitally needed
new revenues.each year. Over the next two decades, these agreements will give California more than $9 billion to help balance the
state budget and pay for public safety, education and other services statewide - without increasing our taxes. Voting NO would
undo the agreements and make our state's budget problems even
worse. Voting YES on Propositions 94, 95, 96 and 97 will preserve
the new agreements and protect the revenues they provide. That's
why Props 94-97 are supported by the California NAACP, Black
American Political Association of California (BAPAC), the
California Black Chamber of Commerce, the Black Women
Organized for Political Action (BWOPA) and other African
American leaders.

Voting YES helps non-gaming Tribes and will
preserve tribal sovereignty.
• Under the new agreements, these four tribes will share tens of
millions of dollars from their revenues
with tribes that have
'
. little or
no gaming.
• Furthermore, African Am~ricans support tribal sovereignty that
is critical for social and economic justice for Native Americans.
Voting Yes on Props 94-97 will help preserve tribal sovereignty for
these four tribes and every other tribe in California - which is
threatened by the referenda to overturn the compacts.

Protect California's Budget & Economy

YES on 94, 95, 96 &97
Paid for by the Coalition to Protect California's Budget & Economy: YES on 94, 95, 96 & 97,
a coalition of public safety officials, taxpayers, gaming & non-gaming tribes, major funding by
Morongo & Pechanga Tribes, ID # 1300585

.. .,.,
'

Building Better Communities
The Black Voice News

Thursday, January 31, 2008 ·
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·Black History Committee Kicks Off Black History Month Activities
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Black History Month is
next month but the Black
'History
Committee
of
Riverside and the SAVE THE
DATE Media Group started
early with a kick-off celebration at Zacatecas's Cafe this
past Friday. The evening
began with a performance by
the Bre Dance Studio.
Clifford Breland, Owner, and
his dancers performed two
numbers that wowed the
crowd of almost 100 attendees.
Mayor
Ronald
O.
Loveridge of the City of
Riverside, Councilman Chris
MacArthur, Ward 5 and
Captain Dave Hernandez,

Riverside
City
Fire
Chairperson
Carmen
Department were among the Roberts honored the city of
many dignitaries on hand to Riverside, Riverside Public
kick-off the 2008 calendar of Utilities, Altura Credit Union,
Riverside
City
Fire
events.
Oepartment,
Burrtec
Waste
This year's Riverside Black
History Month theme is "It Industries, Inc., Black Voice
Takes a , Village" Leaders: News, Precinct Reporter.
Past, Present & 'Future. Group and RBS for their conEvents will continue through- tinued sponsor~hip of The
out the .year. On Saturday, Black History Committee of
February 9, 2008 will be the Riverside.
Partnering in the kick-off
'29th Anniversary ,Parade and
Expo. The parade begins at celebration this year is SAVE
10:00 a.m. from Terracina THE DATE, a Los Angeles
and Magnolia (RCC) and will based calendar of events magproceed down Market Street azine, to also celebrate the
and end at 13th and Main in · launch of its new Inland
front of the Old Court House. Empire section and calendar
The expo also starts at 10:00 in their current eighth
a.m. on the Main Street Mall anniversary special edition
issue that is now on sale.
next to City Hall.

Photo by Sam James
5th Ward Councilman Chris MacArthur and Riverside Mayor Ronald 0. Loveridge presents a certificate to Black History Committee Chairperson Carmen Roberts
·

Celebrating the History and Music of the African American Church
Valley College and the
Black Voice Foundation
Sponsor Seminar and
Concert
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

On Saturday February 9,
2008 San Bernardino Valley
College (SBVC) and the
Gospel Music History Project
·(GMHP), a division of the
►

.

Black Voice Foundation, will
present a full day of activities
recognizing the central role of
the church in the African
American experience.
The day will begin with
"Through the Storm", a workshop on the history, music,
and mission of the African
American Church. Conducted
by SBVC Professor, historian
and gospel scholar Dr. Daniel

New Housing Facility
Completed in Riverside
' Providing Permanent
' and Drop-In Housing
:and Support Programs
.for Chronically
,Homeless Adults
Vie Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

r The
Riverside County
. : Department of Mental Health
: announces the opening of The
:Place, its new 24-hour a day
:drop-in center and permanent
: housing program for chroni; cally homeless persons with a
; serious mental health disorder.
: Located on the City of
, Riverside's Homeless Multi: Service Center Campus at
~ 2800 Hulen Place, The Place
,adds a new component to the
,continuum of housing pro'. grams that serve the popula•tion of chronically homeless
·adults and will serve an area
:that
includes · Riverside,
:Moreno Valley, Corona, Norco
:and adjacent unincorporated
· :areas of the region. The City
;plans tq further expand servic;es on the campus by adding an
' access center. A preview
·opening will be held from 1:00 ·
•to 4:00 pm on Friday, January
;4, 2008, with an opening cere:mony talcing place at 1:30 pm
,on that day.
• "We have looked forward to
the opening of this facility for
•almost two years,'' said Jerry
Wengerd, Director, Riverside
I County Department of Mental
Health. "The opening of The
Place is a historic occasion for.
the
Riverside
• <;:ounty
· Department of Mental Health.
' There finally is a single 24 - 7
location in Riverside that will
, welcome chronically homeless individuals whose life on
the streets is directly related to
: their serious illness."
·
The Place can link drop-in
center guests to emergency
and transitional housing as
' well as provide on-site perma,,nent hous_ing f9r 25. Guests
, and residents of The Place
•.must be homeless and have a
; diagnosis of an impairing
mental health disorder in order
' to qualify for services. Semiprivate rooms, laundry, showers, community and dining
facilities are included on-site.
The Place will be operated
by
Jefferson
Transi.tion
Programs, a non-profit organi-

..

zation which specializes in
peer to peer services and supports. Jefferson Transition
Programs operates a variety of
other programs in
the
Riverside and Perris areas
under contract with the
Riverside County Department
of Mental Health.
The Place is funded with a
combination of HUD and
State Mental Health Services
Act funds. The Department
learned last week that
Riverside County has been
awarded additional HUD
funding to establish a similar
program in the Coachella
·valley.
"This new facility is
designed to engage the hardest
to reach homeless adult who,
despite their homelessness,
have resisted efforts engage
them accepting housing and
begin a journey toward recovery from their illness," said
Maria Marquez, Regional
Manager for the Riverside
County Department of Mental
Health. "The majority of The
Place staff are peer counselors,
many of whom have been
homeless themselves. Within
one site, The Place provides
the physical facility and .
staffing to assist people in
moving from homelessness to
stable, permanent housing,"
she continued. "This facility
is based on a model that has
proven to show impressive
results in establishing stable
housing fo_r a populatjon that
is typically very difficult to
assist."
"We are very excited about
the new opportunity to add
this type of program to the
Coachella Valley.
The
Department has been working
w_ith the Coachella Valley
Association of Governments
(CVAG) to select the location
for the new program,"
Wengerd added. "It takes a
commitment from all stakeholders to find solutions to
chronic homelessness, both
the Riverside and Coachella
Valley initiatives could not
have a happened without the
support and partnership of
local governments such as the
City -of Riverside and CVAG,"
continued Wengerd.
For more infonnation, contact Lynne Brockmeier at 951 /
358 - 5370.

E. Walker, the workshop will
take place from 10:00am2:00pm in the Valley College
Library Viewing Room. The
workshop will examine slave
religion, the creation of
Afri,can American religious
denominations, the spirituals,
Gospel Music, the Civil
Rights Movement, and the
challenges ·and opportunities
faced by the modem church.
Admission is free and lunch

will be provided.
The day will conclude with
a free Gospel concert featuring the Los Angeles chapter
of the .Gospel
Music
Workshop
of
America
(GMWA) under the direction
of Rodena Preston. The concert will begin at 6:00pm in
the newly renovated SBVC
Auditorium.
A gospel legend, Preston is
the founder and former direc-

tor of the historic Voices of
Deliverance Choir and the
National Director of the
Stellar, Dove, and Grammynominated GMWA Mass
Choir. With over 100,000
members, the GMWA is the
largest Gospel Music association in the world. Founded by
the - late
Rev.
James
Cleveland, the GMWA Mass
Choir is responsible • for
debuting · artists such as

Donald Lawrence and John P.
Kee to the gospel community.
For more information or t9
reserve your space for the
workshop, please call 951,682-6070. · Co-sponsors of
this celebration include the
Black Voice Foundation and
the SBVC Arts and Lectures
Committee, Black Faculty
and Staff Association, and
BSU.

)
Annual Bloodbank Presents Award for Service
Courtney Carter, and Henry Hurtado representing University of Redlands shown receiving award from Bloodbank of San
Bernardino & Riverside counties. The award was presented by Dr. Frederick Alexander President/Mlldical dire(;tor for
Bloodliank. The event was held on Sunday Jaunuary 27 at the Riverside Convention Center.

Too Blessed to be Stressed
Wellness Seminar Scheduled
The Black Vo!ce News

RIVERSIDE

Riverside Faith Temple
Ministries International invites
the public to attend their
Health and Wellness Seminar,
"Too Blessed To Be Stressed,"
on Saturday, February 2nd, at
9:00 a.m. The topics will equip
participants with the necessary
tools to initiate a healthier

lifestyle and achieve spiritual
and financial prosperity.
The registration fee is $10.00
per person and includes lunch.
Come learn how to prosper in
every aspect of life in 2008.
The seminar will be held at
Riverside Faith Temple located at 2355 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Riverside. The church phone
number is (951) 788-0170.

Book Author to Offer Free
Home Buying Seminar
The Black VoiceNews
RIVERSIDE

Vanesssa Gordon, co-author
of the home buyers' book
"Secrets of How to Own the
Home of. Your Dreams With
Little or No Money Down,
Regardless of Credit" will
conduct a free home buying
seminar Feb. 16, 2008 at 2900
Adams Street Riversiqe.
"My book, co-written with
veteran mortgage professional
Doug Huggins of Atlanta, Ga.,
is a step-by-step guide for fast
time home buyers," Gordon
said. "Many people think they
can't afford a home, especially
with recent market conditions,
but we can sho'trv them how we

can help them qualify for and
purchase the home of their
dreams."
"There is no obligation to
attend the seminar," Gordon
noted. "We are simply offering
advice and information about
the home buying process to
anyone who is interested."
"Of course,. if they are ready
to move forward, we can help
them," said Earline Cooley,
Gordon's partner.
The free seminar will begin
at 10:am. To pre-register for
the seminar, please call Ardena
,at 951-809-8092, or email
vhgordon@sbcgJobal .net
before Feb.12,.

STOP BEING GOUGED BY CABLE .

·disR
NETWORK

Act Now & Pay Just
$19.99 per Month
• Free DVR
• No Activation Fee

Call 1-888-897-7773
. INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY / BELIZE
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Premier Caribbean luxury residential resort offers 1, 2 & 3
bedroom, beachfront villas and townhomes. Buy now at precon•
struction prices with excellent return on investment and rental
program opportunities. Investors only for a limited time,
Minimum of S1QO,OOO investment. Offshore financing available.
~ · • You can own in Belize before the price increases.

; Cal l 888 .715.2316 to o~n toda!:J I
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If you're buying your first home or your 10th this year, don't miss this sale.
Today's housing market and low interest rates make this an ideal lime for you
to buy your next home at the price you set and with NO STARTING BIDS.
These auctions will be on Sat and Sun, Feb 9th and 10th at the Sheraton Park
Hot13I at the Anaheim Resort, 1855 South Harbor Blvd. Anaheim. All properties
will sell with title insurance paid for by the seller and no liens or back taxes.
More info? Call 000•.:J,J:ll•BiJll'I

HUDSON&
MARSHALL

\ 'If-HU \ ' ~ \ I t 1 10\ \I IIIOl<III U,

fvr,; 1 Cl'\M.;> 1

r-nv I v.;, Al'IU

MVl"{C \JV
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www.LAHouseAuction.com
Two percent to buyer agents!

5% down of which S2 .SC-0 must be in the tomi of • cashiers
checl< made payable to your;ell or ca$h The remaul!.ler
may be a pe,sonal cll6ci< or company check. 5% buye(s
premium on oach sale All prop0!1ies seil,ng sub;eci lo
st,c( s confinnalion

•
•
•
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the Councjl of Bishops, making
her the highest-ranking woman in
the
predominately
Black
Methodist denominations. Bishop
McKenzie has been honored for
her community service, outstandi~g achievement and being a religious role model by a number of
diverse civic, educational, business and governmental leaders.
She is al~o the National Chaplain
for Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc. an international public service
organization and life member of
the NAACP.

CANCER
Continued from Page B-8

.}17th elected and consecrated
bishop of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. ~er historic
election in the year 2000 repre. sents the first time in the over 200.year history of the A.M.E. Church,
•jn which a woman had obtained
'that level of Episcopal office. In
2004, she again made history
becoming the first woman to
become the Titular Head of the
denomination, as the president of

"We are extremely grateful to
Bishop McKenzie for her support.
One of the greatest legacies
women can pass down to future
generations is a better understanding of breast cancer," said Dale
Sandler, Ph.D., Chief of the
Epidemiology Branch at NIEHS
and Principal Investigator of the
Sister Study. "If you're a woman of
color whose sister had breast cancer, your participation in the Sister
Study is especially important,"
continued Dr. Sandler. "We want
to learn more about how to protect

Thursday, January 31, 2008 ;:

future generations
daughters
and granddaughters :_ from this
devastating disease."'
Women in the U.S. and Puerto
Rico, ages 35 to 74, may be eligible to join the Sister Study if their
sisters (living or deceased) had
breast cancer. Women who j(?in the
Sister Study must never have been
diagnosed with breast cancer
themselves. Breast cancer affects
women from every walk of life, so
the Sister Study is seeking women
of all backgrounds, occupations,
ages, and ethnic groups.

The Sister Study follows sound,
ethical ., research practices, and
keeps all personal data safe, private and confidential. Women who
join are not asked to take any medicine, visit a medical center, or
make any changes to their habits,
diet or daily life, although they are ·
free to make such changes over the
course of the observational study.
Other organizations that are in
partnership with the Sister Study
include the American Cancer
Society, lntercultural Cancer
Council, the NIH National Center

on Minority Health and Health
Disparities, Sisters Network Inc.,
Susan G. Kamen for the Cure, and
Y-ME National Breast Cancer
Organization.
To learn more about the Sister
Study, visit the web site www.sisterstudy.org, or for Spanish visit
www.estudiodeherrnanas.org. A
toll free number is also available
l-877-4SISTER (877-474-783 7).
Deaf/Hard of Hearing call l-866TTY-4SIS (866-889-4747).

Smokey Robinson to Perform at Loveland
hit single "Get a Job". The group
renamed itself the Miracles, and
issued singles on both End
Records and Chess Records
before Robinson suggested to
Gordy that he start a label of his
own.
In 1959, Gordy founded 'Tamla
Records, which he soon reincorporated as Motown. The
Miracles were among the label's
first signees. Gordy and

The Black Voice News
ONTARIO

Smokey Robinson will be performing at Loveland Church on
_April 6th at 7:30 and 10:30 wor-ship services, 2970 Inland
-Empire Blvd, Ontario. For
additional information 909-4664800.
Robinson was born and raised
in Detroit, Michigan's North End
neighborhood, and when still a
child was nicknamed "Smokey
Joe" by an uncle because of his
love of cowboy movies. In his
~eens, this was shortened to
"Smokey". In 1955, Robinson
founded a group he called the
Five Chimes with his best friend
Ronald White, and Northern
.High School classmates Pete
Moore, Clarence Dawson, and
James Grice. By 1957, the group
.was called the Matadors and
'included cousins Emerson and
Bobby Rogers in place of
Dawson and Grice. Later
Emerson was replaced with sis-

Robinson had a synergistic relationship, with Robinson providing a foundation for Motown's
hit-making success and Gordy
acting as a mentor for the budding singer and songwriter. By ·
196 l, Gordy had appointed
Robinson vice-president of
Motown Records, a title
Robins.on- held for as long as
Gordy remained with the company.
WorihlpSen!lce
Sunday School • 9:30 AM
Morning Worship • 11 :00 AM
Sunday Evening • 6:00 PM

Smokey Robinson

Thursday

ter Claudette Rogers who later
married Robinson , and guitarist
Marv Tarplin joined the group in
1958.
With Robinson as lead singer,
the Matadors began touring the
local Detroit venues. In 1958,
Robi,nson met songwriter Berry
Gordy, who co-wrote for them
the single "Got
a Job", an
answer song to
the Silhouettes'

Prayer + Bible Study • 6:00 PM
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM
the same In

.

Friday

Noon Day Prayer• 12:00 NOON

Jesus name•

,._,,

Apottlt Owies & p,.pladta Rt.ff WllUs

Worship Service Sund•y 9:30 a.111. • 12 noon
Central Park (Crafter, Den)
· /1200 Base/1,re Rd.
Rancho Cllltlmonga, CA
(NW Corner ofMi/liun and Baseline)

Superintendent Lawrence C.
& Olivia Ash

Bible Stwly
I I ' ~ 5:15 p.,o. - 6:30 p.,o.
Cml10/Parkf°""'70t,,J
(909) 48J.38J6

951.686.1757
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416

Temple Missionary Baptist Church Jubilee House of Praise for ALL Nations

Good News
Community Church

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship

Senwr Pastor & Viswnary Prophetess R.R. Lindsay, DD.

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org
(909) 873-5380 .

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat.
12:00pm

Sunday Wfflh,p Services 7:30, 9:30 & 11 :30 A.M
Communioo Rrst Surday after each serva
Sunday School S:A.M , 9:45 A.M. and 11 :00 A.M.
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9:JOA.M.
lrd & Sth Sunday 11:JOA.M.
New Member Orient,1ioo Wednesdiy Nigh, 6:00PX
Mid-We,!; Wooiup 5<,v,ce Wednesd>y Night 7:00PM

Pastor Raymond and
Cheryl Turner

Levonzo Gray, Sr.

Sunday School iOam
Sunday AM Servi~e l lam-l:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday ~ible' Study 7pm

6S3-8631 Office• 6S3-8634 Pastor
6S3-8680 FAX

Pastor Darryl J .
Udell Sr.

Co-Pastor Rita

Udell

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

''MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

We Don't Do Church
We Do M!nistry

~

"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED. "
REV.4:11

3rd Saturda)S

7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.
(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building
Weekly schedule of events
Sunday
9:30
Hour of Power
11 :00 Worship Hour
Wednesday
Noon day Prayer
Friday
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
7:30
Youth Night

District Elder

Z)~~

l:OOAM
9:00 AM
9:30AM
10:30 AM
7:00 PM

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church

Randy D. Triplett
Pastor & Founder

·11~7~ol

WEEKLY SERVICES
Dai.ly lnol!IOOsory Pra)er
Sunday lnttn=cry Prayer
Sunday Impae1 ln~inut & lndmhip Development
Sundal \'IC!Orioos Ctlcbratioo & W°""ip
Wtdnesd>y Pra)er & Bible Shldy
l'!lycr F<llowshiip & f'.oduck

Right Hand ofF<llowship Wcdn<.<day Night 7:00P.M.

Tbe Cburcb HELL Didr>'t Wal)t To See Happel)I

"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24

Order of Services
·
Sunday School
9:00 am
' Worship Service
10:30 am
Miracle Monday Prayer
10:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study
6:30 pm
' Wednesday Prayer
6:30 pm

ORDER OF SERVICES

951.683.2916
Weekly Services

GOODNEWS
This could be Your Ad
Contact 951.682.6070 for details

1265 S. Fillmore Ave.• Riallo CA 92376
(951) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilec@aol.com

1583 W. Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 9241 I
(909) 888-2038

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presellts

1~1PIR(O)

11.~rw® AM

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday - Friday at 5:30 PM

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(951) 78 1-0443
Administrative Office
(95 1) 684-6480

1672 Palm Ave ., Highland . CA 92346

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Ins piration across America Gospel Music
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

909.425.2615

(909) 688-1570

Services

Sunday School ...... . .. , .. •. .. • .....9:30 am
Sunday Worship . . .... . ........... .11 :00 am
Tuesday Bible Study ................. 7:00 pm
Brotherhood ( I st Saturdays) ..... . . . .. .8:30 am
Youth Night (4th Friday) .............6:00 pm

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Thursday

11:00am

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Pas10r HetJry Combs Jr. w1d wife Casswrdro

I

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
How to Bee
illionaire Tues 6:30 pm
God's Puffl(ljgfi•Your Life Tues 6:30 pm
Youth Entr~urial Training Sat 9:30 am
Praise & WotSbip Services
Sat. 11 :00 am

(909) 874-5851 • Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service
ATURDAY

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9;30 am
ise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
outh Service
5:00 pm

15854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy
Fontana, CA 92336

EDNESDAV

Mllng: P.O. Box 1119

Rev. Robert
Edwards

-. f

SHEPHERD'S

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

5:00 pm
.7:00 pm

,

Fontana. CA 92334

m.ralnbow4\0DMPwudty.ort

Sunday
1:00 pm
,,
for
Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd
(909) 597-7134

Asp)re Bible Church

I 6262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • Q09/350-9401
"A church where -everybody is some•
. body"
SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
10:oo· a.m.
Adult Sunday School
Children's Church
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Service
11:00 a.m.

'P ll5llngfor t?f pn;:, :n,Je~, Om$. lmi 3:JZ-i4

Sundays-1 0:OOa.m.

1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Schedule of Worship Service
9:30AM
11 :OOAM

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

24470 Sophie Street
Perris, CA
951-657-5705
Sunday Church School

9:00 AM

Worship Site-Mountain View Elementary

BIBLE STUDY

7:00 p.m.

HOLY LAND COGIC

BETHEL AME CHURCH

Bethel AME Church

Wednesday

Gospel Time

Rev. John Cager

Pos1a- Ed 3.
Lady Naoml Dmon

2825 Walnul Sf.. Onlario, CA 91761

Sunday Worship Service

10:30 AM

(Off 60 fwy ol .Aichlbold Ave.Soulh lo
Walnut S1. I\Kn left lo site o~ left.J

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM

For Info coll (909) 78'>-8737 or
Vistt us al: www.ospirebiblechurch.com

Thursday Bible Study

10:00 AM

Fo,,,,.,..i,,,_ _ (9Sl)6$7-M6Sor(9Sl)616-oea5

'

1

•Moreno Valley Mission CME
10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
..Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
5339 Mission Blvd.
Highland Unity Church Ministries
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
ansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Mariposa St.
Park Avenue Baptist Church
I9JO Martin Luther King Blvd.
The Living ',1/ord Baptist Church
9191Colorado'Ave.
New Visions Chri tian
11 18461MariposaAve.
..Community Church

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812-3509
(951) 782-9904
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682-9810
(951) 780-2240
(951) 684-8782
(951) 788-9218

Riverside, CA 92508

(951'] 687-7454

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
Pastor F.D. BuUock

New V1Sion Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
RainbowCommunity Praise Ceoter
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
Fust Baptist Church of Perris
Pull Gospel Church of Loye

8368 Beech Ave.
·1 5854 Carter Street
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. 101
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
. 311 E. Fifth Street
24050Thcda

Fontana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 924 IO
Redlands, CA 92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris ~A92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(909) 657-3767
(909} 928-7720

L

Rev. A. Charles
Langston

Rev. J. Dwight Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Connor Robinson, Jr.
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

Building Better Communities

.a

·Religion

•••~·
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AME Bishop Vashti McKenzie Supports the Sister Study · ·

r.

NIH Breast Cancer
'Research Seeking More
:African American
·women
f[he Black Voice News
NASHVILLE, TN

Bishop
Vashti
·Murphy
McKenzie, the Presiding Prelate
for the Thirteenth Episcopal
District of the African Methodist
Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church is
encouraging A.M.E. church to
spread the word about the Sister
Study, a landmark breast cancer
study to learn how environment

and
genes
affect
the
chances of
getting breast
cancer.
Bishop
McKenzie
Bishop Vashti
also
chalMcKenzie
lenges other
faith leaders
across the country to help spread
the word to women in their congregations and communities.
"When a woman is diagnosed
with breast cancer, it affects her
family, her church and the community in which she serves.

African American faith leaders can
motivate women to find ways to
help prevent diseases like breast"
cancer that are plaguing our commumt1es. African American
women should join the Sister
Study, so our young sisters won't
have to face the disease." said
McKenzie.
Much of what is known about
breast cancer risk comes from
research studies involving mostly
White · women. However, breast
cancer occurrence and survival are
different for Black women, who
often develop the disease at a
younger age and have ·more

aggressive tumors, than· White
women. Although White women
are more likely to get the disease,
Black women are more likely. to
die from breast cancer.
Conducted by the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS)., one of the
National Institutes of Health, the
Sister Study researchers hop~ to
enroll at least 50,000 women
whose sisters had breast cancer.
Since its national- launch in
October 2004, the Sister Study has
successfully ·recruited more than
47,000
part1c1pants,
but
researchers hope to double the

number of minority women
enrolled so the study results benefit everyone.

Bishop McKenzie serves as the
See CANCER, Page 8-7 ,
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Second Baptist Church

Dr. Ron M . & Lavette 0 . Gibson
P.a!-\tor Foundc-r

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (951) 684-7532 • :FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net
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Sunday Services

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Wednesday Services
V1S1t

Vfj,,•tnllnc

~I

639 (Preschool)
ili,jl,...,.~3
.,_65 (Elementary ) ChampionsOfL1fo.com

J'jf# · ~

Prayer Services
Bible Study

7:00pm
7:45 pm

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Koinon iaConfercncc.com

Pastor T. Ellsworth and Tofa Gantt, II

'-

New

. ..

LOCATION

Pastor Julio A. &

Dr. Patric:la L. Andujo

Wednesday Services
Youth M1msuy 7:30 . 8:30 pm
Adult Bible Study 7:30 • 8 30 p.m.
Couple& Ministry
181 Salurday 8jlCh month@ 9:00 am.

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching

Sagv1ca ScHl!QULEi ·
Wor.hlp Service
8 :00 am & 11 :00 am
Blble Study (Wltdnesday)
12:00 noon & 7 :oO pm

Children'• Church
11 :00 am (3rd & 4th Sunday)

First Ba'-tlst
Ch-u rch of Perr.ls
311 East Fifth Street
Perris California, 92570
(951 )657-3767
Fax (951) 940-4397
"1 Cor. 13:13 But now abidethfaith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these is love."

• w·orshlp Service• 7:15 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM
• Bible Study • Wednesday • 12 Noon & 7:00PM
• Youth Bible Study• Tuesday• 5:45-7:00PM

""n

fHT

A

Sunday WOt'Sh,p Expenence
CeleStial Pm
~ s·oo a m
Pentoc,o&tal Pm,so-11 00 am.

s,n1cir,

Bfthop Henry B. &
Dr.M1nyAltxlndlr
Stnlor Palton

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

email@imanitemple.net
Service Schedule
Sunday

Walk With Jesus Cathedral
An Arena for the miraculous
820 Larch Drive, Colton, Ca 92324
(909) 825-2258 I Direct (951) 897-9952
KPRO Radio 1570 AM - Wed. 2:00 pm & Sat. 5:45 pm

Order of
., Services

Sunday Momlng - Throne Room Service . . . . . . .8:00 am
IPG lmanl Power Generation (Youth Church) ... , . ~9:00 am
Visioo Concepts New Members Class .... ..•....9:00 am
Faith and Baptism New Community Class ........9:00 am
Sunday Community Wenhip Celebration ........10:00 am
PHAT Tuesday 1st & 3rd of each mooth

Sunday Worship Ser vices
►ontemporary Worship
7:45 am
Traditional Worship
11 :00 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
Wttkday Opportunities
}Vomen's Bible Study • Mon.
7:00 pm
t:fen's Bible Study - Mon.
7:00 pm
Mid-week Bible Study - Wed.
12 noon
Prayer Meeting - Wed.
7:00 pm

Sunday School
8:30 am
Sunday Mom. Worship 10:00 am
Sunday Eve. Worship 6:00 pm
Thursday Bible Revival 7:00 pm

Women Seeking Christ (WSC)
Man4mation (M4M) ..
Thursday
Faith Community Bible Study .
. ....... ..7:00 pm
Saturday
Tephilleh Prayer Move
. .... ..7:00 am
www.imanitemple.net

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

.:..,~
if ..
,.

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(951) 359-0203
Weekly SeNices

www.wwjesus.org

Apostle Iris Hailu

'1

~.~--' ·•'',

,o1c1 Mini•

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Cuch)

(909) 887-9616 • (9, t) 67'-7201

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

wem,r W<YJCES

(951) 682-4407

Sandsy 10:00 s.,n, II :00 1.111. 6:00 p.n,.
WednClday f&:am $pm lll1ll.&iJdx 6 pm

&lnday Schocd
10:OOam
Morning Service
11 :OOam
Bl~le S t u d y ~ 7:00pm
Come Grow &WQrsh,o With V•

www.newbcbc.org

CHURCH o, ALL NATIONS (A Five
1100W.H......... A .... ....na,dlno, CA tZ404
Wlt'W Cbw:bMccbstallnuioot,,,., AC n:w IEOMProlm:s
Emall; '"llna'""1 IOIOl.<om or koppmlOIOl.«m

5970,Llmonlte Avenue
· Rlverellte, Cafilomia 92509

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

PRAISE

IH•ST"II a
In , - co,,,m..,._1'y 1or,,,. eo,,,,,w,,,,,y-

JfN..,T t ONA. L

nun;tr

I, Womtn

And Muall Mott/

San Bernardino, CA 924 11

Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

CATHEDRAL O

S/nglN
Chlhtftl
Youfh & Young Aliltt

'Real Tai/(" for Yout~
7:30PM
Saturda
Super Saturd ay
Yo uth Day
10AM · 3PM

1355 W. 21st Street

Worship

1

AVIHab/« MlnJstclu
M.,,.,,,

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

8:30 a.m.
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
(Available)
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

thlt mln/mrs to th• ·

Eill!fil£

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes

Weekly Services

~flmlly.

Corpora tu Prayvr
7:30PM

(909) 887-1718

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602

w,

Mrnt1'1>f/ Worship
8AM & 11 ODAM
I!_1cs a
8 1/.J/c Stucly
7 30PM

With Us!

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA ·92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

Sh/e/d of Flllth twlcomes
1730 W. Holt Aw.
you and yourflmlly tr,
Pomona, CA 9fl81
com, wonhlp with u,.
(909} 829-6194 omc,
111 1 Blblt S,,,d mlnlltly W•bsltt: www sotpanon11.com

~

Worship

New Jo Ba tist Church

(951) 485-6993

f.lm Your Pc&«'lt
KOO-BIBLE INS11TUTE • 1ban. le Fri. it 6 pm
Bachclon Pro.,-am llld Muters Pro.,-am available
James B. Jr. & Claudelle Ellis
Putor and Flret Lady

WEEKLY SERVICES

Rev. & Mrs.
Woods

.. Ronald

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m .
M i d Day B ible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm
Mid Wetk B i bl e Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m .

